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Production of the glorious Mulsanne is coming to an end this Spring. According to
Bentley, the mantle of “flagship” will pass
to the new version of the Flying Spur—but
the professional readers of tea leaves see
something else in remarks made by the firm
already a year ago: if there is to be a Bentley
in the $300K+ arena . . . it’ll be a new
crossover.
—Bentley Motors

Annual membership dues are $95, $30 of which is for
a subscription to The Flying Lady for one year. New
members pay a $30 initial processing fee. Regional
membership dues vary, but joining is highly encouraged.
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Put up another, oh, $125,000 and you can upgrade from a standard Dawn to the limited edition
Silver Bullet.

CONDUIT
From the President
Summer is almost here and that means
RROC Annual Meet! The Annual Meet
is my favorite RROC event each year. It
gives us the opportunity to visit parts of
the country I may not have otherwise. We
visit with longtime friends, meet new people, and see great
cars. As a bonus, I’m usually able to learn something new
about my car or some piece of history of the Rolls-Royce
and Bentley. This year the Annual Meet is in an area of the
country that is steeped in US history. I can’t wait to see the
results of all the hard work done by the hosts. If you haven’t
signed up yet, it’s not too late but you should do so soon.
Our members join the RROC because of the love we
share in Rolls-Royce and Bentley motorcars. I’ve found
that most “car people” are very similar in that we all share
some crazy love for a machine. The “Studebaker Guy” or
the “Morgan Guy” is just as passionate about his car as you
are about yours. You can dazzle them with fun facts about
your car and they will surely do the same to you about
theirs. Many of us belong to other car clubs . . . maybe a
few other car clubs. We share the same passion for driving,
tinkering, or restoring cars that all car enthusiasts possess.
But there is something undeniably different about our

Chief Judge’s Column
Spring has sprung and
many of us are setting
our sights on Gettysburg.
How can I best prepare
for having my car judged,
or participate as a judge is
a common question. The
easiest answer is to simply
review the judging sheets
for your desired class. All the judging forms
are available at www.rroc.org under Technical
Library, select Judging and Awards, then
select Judging Scoresheets. Use these score
sheets as a guide to prepare and improve your
car. Hope to see everyone in Gettysburg and
don’t hesitate to contact me beforehand if you
have any questions! 
—Simon Curzon

COVID-19 Notice

Please be aware that any upcoming
event or date referenced in the
magazine (also, note events listed
in the Bazaar) are subject to
change due to the dynamic nature
of governmental guidance. Please
check the websites of the RROC or

the respective vendors for updates.

Please contact RROC HQ to register for RROC events.
phone 717.697.4671 • email <www.rroc.org>
RROC Activities Committee Chair: Simon White
phone 321.436.7660 • email <activities@rroc.org>
All editorial contributions go to the editors, addresses on masthead.
Deadlines 11/1, 1/2, 3/1, 5/1, 7/1, 9/1.
Direct all other correspondence, including change of address or complaints
about delivery to the relevant Club officials or to HQ. All ads, whether
classified (the Bazaar) or display, go to the Ad Manager at Club HQ.
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marques. When I am out in my R Type I can’t help but
notice the looks and the hand waves I get. I don’t believe
I have ever been approached by a stranger in a parking lot
to talk to me about my daily driver. These cars don’t just
bring out a special feeling in us but also in many others.
These cars, known as the cars for the wealthy and powerful, have a lasting ability to inspire someone to try harder
and do better so one day they too can own what has or will
become a piece of history.
We as a club want to encourage that passion for automobiles. If you belong to other car clubs and you find
there are people interested in your Rolls-Royce or Bentley,
encourage them to join the RROC or reach out to RROC
Headquarters for more information. A year or so ago we
formed an agreement with the Bentley Drivers Club to
encourage cross membership in both organizations. As you
renew your membership in our club, maybe think about
joining the BDC also. You can join as a digital member at
a discounted price or you can choose to join as a regular
full member. There is an effort in place to try to better
align the BDC US regions with the RROC regions. In the
future, you may see RROC events held in conjunction with
BDC events. I am encouraged by this collaboration and
look forward to seeing how these two organizations can
grow and strengthen one another in the future.

—Jason Coker

Calendar of Events
2020, May 15 Postponed Proper Motor Car Mixer, RRF HQ
2020, May 16–17 May be cancelled Judges School, RROC HQ
2020, June 22–27 
Annual Meet, Gettysburg, PA
2020, June 28–30 
Post Meet Vintage Tour, PA/VA
2020, Sept. 11–13  British Invasion Mini-Meet, Stowe, VT
2020, Sept. 11–19 
Fall Tour, Vancouver Island, BC
2020, Sept. 21–27
Fall Tour, Saugatuck, MI
2021, June 23–26 
Annual Meet, Lake George, NY
13489

Hear ye, hear ye.
As the Publication of Record, it is the mandate of
The Flying Lady to be a record of the life of the club.
When an Editor who has helmed the magazine for
almost a third of the club’s life takes his leave, it
surely constitutes a significant enough event to
warrant being recorded in these pages.
It has been my privilege to bring you some
7800 pages and so play my part in building the house
of knowledge, but it has now been put to me that
the magazine is to take “a new direction.”
I record here my immeasurable thanks to the
various teams who bore the burden with me, thanks

to the many experts who gave of their knowledge,
and thanks to the many Innocent Bystanders who
allowed me to stick my nose into their affairs!
You know who you are—I know who you are—
know that you made a difference.
Neither I nor my collaborators are old enough
to have known Henry Royce in person but that
does not diminish how much we strove to adhere
to the ethos with which he imbued his own work—
and expects of those who do work in his name:
“Accept nothing nearly right or good enough.”
—Sabu Advani, Editor

Region & Society Events

Date

Region

Activity

Location

May 1–3, 2020

British Columbia

Spring Meet

Blaine, WA

Bill Fane

May 2, 2020

Ohio

National Packard Museum
Tour & Luncheon

Warren, OH

Jack Cape

May 2, 2020

Southern
California

Judging Seminar

Ronnys Garage
Santa Ana, CA

Ronny Shaver

May 3, 2020

Keystone

Winterthur
Point-to-Point

Winterthur, DE

Thom Weinhardt

May 16–18, 2020

Lake Michigan

Spring Tour

Janesville, WI

Jim Carlini

June 6, 2020

Racing

British Car Days

Louisville, KY

Michael Ozment

June 6, 2020

Southern
California

Tech Meet
RR Silver Spirit

Ronnys Garage
Santa Ana, CA

Ronny Shaver

June 12, 2020

Lake Michigan

Day Tour of Milwaukee

Milwaukee, WI

Lupe King
Dave Taylor

July 11, 2020

Southern
California

Tech Meet

Ronnys Garage
Santa Ana, CA

Ronny Shaver

July 12, 2020

Lake Michigan

Annual Concours

Lake Forest, IL

Dave Taylor

July 16–19, 2020

Racing

Lexington Concours

Lexington, KY

Michael Ozment

Aug. 1, 2020

Southern
California

Tech Meet

Ronnys Garage
Santa Ana, CA

Ronny Shaver

Aug. 8, 2020

Racing

British Car Days

Zionsville, IN

Greg & Susan Albers greg@albersrollsbentley.com

Aug. 15, 2020

Lake Michigan

Air & Water Show
Viewing

Chicago, IL

Sept. 4–6, 2020

Florida

Labor of Love Weekend

Ft. Lauderdale, FL

Simon White

simon@viptg.com

Sept. 12, 2020

Southern
California

Tech Meet

Ronnys Garage
Santa Ana, CA

Ronny Shaver

ronnyshaver@ronnysgarage.com

Sept. 26, 2020

Lake Michigan

Southern Wisconsin
Day Tour & Dinner Train

East Troy, WI

Joal Derse Dauer
Andi LeBoy

Oct. 3, 2020

Southern
California

Tech Meet

Ronnys Garage
Santa Ana, CA

Ronny Shaver

Oct. 15–17, 2020

Motor & Racing

Bourbon Trail &
Horse Farm Tour

Nov. 7, 2020

Southern
California

Tech Meet

Ronnys Garage
Santa Ana, CA

Ronny Shaver

ronnyshaver@ronnysgarage.com

Dec. 4–6, 2020

Florida

Christmas/AGM Weekend

Naples, FL

Simon White

simon@viptg.com

Dec. 6, 2020

Lake Michigan

Holiday Party

TBD

Dave Taylor

Dec. 10–12, 2020

Racing

Christmas Party

West Baden Springs
Hotel
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Contact
billfane@telus.net
shadowtwob@aol.com

ronnyshaver@ronnysgarage.com
nantucketthom@yahoo.com
james.carlini@sbcglobal.net
maxoz1950@gmail.com
ronnyshaver@ronnysgarage.com
dpkgvk@aol.com
davidwtaylorrr@aol.com
ronnyshaver@ronnysgarage.com
davidwtaylorrr@aol.com
maxoz1950@gmail.com
ronnyshaver@ronnysgarage.com

Steve Horowitz

stevenlhorowitz@prodigy.net

jdersedaue@gmail.com
pal1013@comcast.net
ronnyshaver@ronnysgarage.com

Michael Ozment

maxoz1950@gmail.com

davidwtaylorrr@aol.com

Michael Ozment
Rick Bennett

maxoz1950@gmail.com
bluegrasshd@aol.com
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NEW MEMBERS

FIRST NAME

LAST NAME

CITY

STATE

FIRST NAME

LAST NAME

CITY

STATE

John
Kai
Jerry
Nishant
David
Taj
Richard
Tod
John
Gerry
Chris
Samy
Jason
Martin
Bryan
Michael
Nathan
Harry
Adrian
Norman
Lyle
Mark
Morton
Joe
Brad
Patti
David
Ralph
Jim
Scott
Charals
Steve
Lotfi

Abraham
Adolfsson
Aertka
Agarwal
Andrews
Baidwan
Barrow
Boucher
Brady
Brown
Cavaliere
Charnine
Clement
Coleman
Coomes
Cottam
Davey
DeGirolamo
Dickens
Elder
Ferrell
Filardi
Friedkin
Garner
Garrett
Garrity
Gass
Gorenstein
Greenhill
Gregory
Haagen
Haavig
Hadad

McAllen
Vega
Baton Rouge
Voorhees
Chester
Burnaby
New Orleans
Lake City
Richardson
Brush Prairie
Cambridge
Central Lake
San Diego
Duncanville
El Dorado Hills
Bend
Stowe
Cave Creek
Cambridge
Pawleys Island
Albuquerque
Dallas
San Francisco
Magee
Malibu
Oconomowoc
Murrieta
Sarasota
Bolingbrook
Lewiston
Los Angeles
Poulsbo
McLean

TX
Sweden
LA
NJ
CT
BC
LA
FL
TX
WA
NY
MI
CA
TX
CA
OR
VT
AZ
UK
SC
NM
TXz
CA
MS
CA
WI
CA
FL
IL
NY
CA
WA
VA

John
Ake
Michael
Vincent
Michael
Robert
George
Sebastian
Douglas
Jim
Sean
Jim
Robert
Nikitas
Farid
John
Carl
James
Teresa
Charles
Jan
John
Christopher
Peter
Butler
Robert
Mathias
Arthur
David
Melvin
Ray
Candace
Taylor

Haydon
Hultgren
Ignelzi
Iuliano
Johnson
Kirk
Koehn
Lassalle
Loyd
Madej
McVey
Mellon
Moseley
Moustakas
Naffah
Perry
Phelan
Radin
Reile
Rockwell
Schlabowske
Seebach
Smith
Sweeney
Tabor
Tripp
Wagner
Walsh
Watson
Wiener
Wiggins
Williams
Wilson

Temple
Linkoping
Greensboro
Stuart
Croton on Hudson
Los Angeles
Winter Park
South Dartmouth
Tampa
Broadview Heights
Bonita Springs
Oakville
Dallas
Haddonfield
Warren
Nashville
Fuquay Varina
Beverly Hills
East Aurora
Vista
Milwaukee
Lancaster
Clayton
Gaylordsville
Slidell
Kinburn
Leipzig
Toronto
Half Moon Bay
Los Angeles
Evans
Boulder
Denver

TX
Sweden
NC
FL
NY
CA
FL
MA
FL
OH
FL
ON
TX
NJ
OH
TN
NC
CA
NY
CA
WI
SC
MO
CT
LA
ON
Germany
ON
CA
CA
GA
CO
CO

Steven

Hardin

Hollywood

FL

Peter

Woloshyn

Port Stanley

ON

Monthly Breakfast/Lunch Meetings
Last Thursday at noon
(except Nov/Dec: 3rd Thurs.)

Date

Region

Location

Chesapeake

Maggiano’s

1st or 2nd Saturday at 9 AM

Florida

TBA

1st Sunday at noon

Florida

3rd Saturday at 9 AM
(Winter Season Only)

Florida

3rd Saturday at 9 AM

Florida

Last Sunday at 9 AM

Florida

1st Sunday at 8 AM

No. California

Blackhawk Museum

Quarterly; Saturday at 9 AM

San Diego

Kountry Kitchen

3rd Saturday at 11 AM

Southern Delta

Audubon Park Golf Club

Gerard Hebert

2nd Saturday at 9 AM

Texas

Skeeters, Houston Area

Sneed Adams

rroctexasregion@comcast.net

2nd Saturday at 8:30 AM

Texas

Egg & I, Dallas Area

David Krazer

krazerdavid@gmail.com

3rd Saturday at 8:30 AM

Texas

Le Madeleine, Ft. Worth Area

3rd Saturday at 9 AM

Texas

Buttermilk Café,
Hill Country Area
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Harry & the Natives
Hobe Sound
Bob Evans
Naples, FL
Starbuck’s Coffee Shop
Fernandina Beach, FL
Dixie Cream Café
Windermere, FL

Contact & Email

John Beschenbossel
Dennis Alexander
Denise LeClair-Robbins
Barb Henry
Bob Haroutunian
Simon White
No. California Region
Ted Struck

Shawn McBride
Phillip Reese

drbdds@aol.com
dalexan2@tampabay.rr.com
redhedinfl66@gmail.com
kalily@comcast.net
ppiconsulting@att.net
simon@viptg.com
norcalrroc@gmail.com
jted45@pacbell.net
gerardh@bellsouth.net

jpgotrocks@aol.com
auspwr@aol.com
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CONDUIT
ROLLS-ROYCE NEWS
Dawn Silver Bullet (March 12) The spirit of the roaring
twenties—“an ode to decadence, to frivolity, to heady heydays
and irreverent past times”—is what RRMC’s first Collection
Car of the new decade is about. Only 50 will be built and
only “non-conformists and pleasure-seekers” need apply.
The Bespoke paint is a new shade, ultra-metallic silver, and
many of the trim pieces and exterior details are dark: dark headlights, a new dark front bumper finisher, and the part-polished
wheels offer a translucent shadow finish with a single silver pinstripe.
The interior sports an open-pore carbon fiber fascia, and the
transmission tunnel’s quilted treatment is meant to evoke the
rebelliousness of a leather jacket—but tailored to the nines.
To properly share its vision of this car with clients and
prospects, RRMC will offer a series of “epic road trips”—Silver
Bullet Drives—via Whispers, the firm’s new digital home for
Rolls-Royce clients around the world.

RRMC

BENTLEY NEWS
Horses for . . . (March 6)
Bentley Mulliner has created a one-off Equestrian
Edition of the Continental
GT Convertible. It was commissioned by Bentley Bristol
to be shown at “the greatest
racecourse in the world,” The
Cheltenham Festival.
Horse and rider silhouettes are embroidered on all
four seats (and inlaid into the
Walnut front fascia) whose
Saddle hides are complemented by secondary hides in
Cumbrian Green. The signature Mulliner diamond quilting uses authentic Tweed fabric with a contrasting
light blue stitch. The exterior is in Spruce, and the Blackline Specification means
bright chrome is replaced with gloss black for all exterior brightware, bezels,
radiator grille, exhaust outlets and the 22 wheels.

Bentley Motors

BOOKS
BOO
KS
Rolls-Royce
and Bentley

In the 80s and 90s
by Richard Vaughan

lulu.com, 2020. 240
p., color illustrations,
softcover. ISBN 9781794866829. $98

The last Rolls-Royce
Silver Spur was delivered over twenty
years ago. Vaughan,
an active member in the RROC and automotive designer, has given us an excellent
resource for the Rolls-Royce/Bentley SZ
series: the Silver Spirit, the Bentley Mulsanne, and their many derivatives.

13492 

This is Vaughan’s fifth book on the
marque. And, in fairness, we must first note
that there is repetition, both in information and in images, among the books. The
foremost example is that this one includes,
in the chapter on the Brunei cars, much
of what already was shown in his Brunei’s
Bespoke Rolls-Royce and Bentleys.
But it includes much more. The book
is generously illustrated with individual car
portraiture, detail shots, ads, brochures, and
in-factory photos. There is a brief history of
the development of this series; a detailed,
illustrated year-by-year listing of the Silver
Spirit and Silver Spur refinements; a listing and description of all the SZ models;
production figures; and chapters on mod-

ern coachbuilders Jankel and Hooper who
created coupe and limousine variations.
What may be most surprising to the casual
Rolls-Royce buff, and most important to a
prospective buyer, is a long chapter describing, in horrifying detail, the myriad of very
costly pitfalls found when purchasing, owning, an maintaining an SZ model: “The most
expensive car you can ever buy is a cheap
Rolls-Royce or Bentley,” indeed.
We would have appreciated an index,
but, overall, we are pleased with the book.
The über-enthusiast will bemoan the lack
of chassis numbers. Not many typos were
found, but we couldn’t help chuckling over
our discovery of the rare Silver Wrath II
model.
—Bill Wolf
THE FLYING LADY
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CONDUIT
BENTLEY NEWS
Changes to Mulliner Bentley Mulliner’s offerings
are expanding and therefore the division is divided into
three specialties: Collections provides customization
services to the existing model range, Classic will deliver
car restorations (such as last year’s 1939 Corniche) and
Continuation Series (cf. the 1929 Blower), and Coachbuilt will do entire new cars such as the Bacalar, below.

Bentley Mulliner Bacalar (March 2) If you missed the
live stream watch the unveil at www.youtube.com/Bentley
Motors. It is a true two-seater with a roofless Barchetta
design and picks up ideas from EXP 100 GT, such as the
wraparound cockpit and will feature sustainable and ethically sourced materials. Twelve cars will be built, each to
its customer’s spec—and all 12 are already sold!
Communications Team News (March 11) New names to add to the little
black book: Mike Sayer becomes Head of Product Communications; he’s
been with Bentley’s press office since 2012 after working in various technical roles in the Engineering department upon completing the Bentley
Graduate program. He is the (unofficial) holder of a UK land speed record.
Jenny Elliot moves to the role of Press Officer/UK, which is the first
point of contact for UK media. She joined Bentley in 2003 and anyone who
has applied to visit the Bentley factory probably met her already.
Greg Drury has been tapped as Digital & Social Media Manager, a bit
of a departure for someone who was formerly a manager on the Manufacturing Engineering team and before that an engineer at Airbus. He keeps a
motorcycle he restored in his dining room, so, a gearhead!
May / June 2020
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BOOKS
BOO
KS
The History
of Bentley Motors

old knowledge of old things—
such as Vintage Bentleys—is
not a finite quantity or quality:
entirely new facts do come to
light, even decades later; and
old and still true facts may benefit from being arranged in a
different light. The reader who
can cite chapter and verse of the
existing canon is the one who has
to work the hardest to spot such
tweaks and unlearn the old.
How convenient would it be
if an author highlighted all the
new bits! Absent that, you’d have
to read the old version and the
new side by side. Incidentally the
first (1993) and second (1998)
editions are basically the same
but the latter had a color photo
section, so either one would lend
itself to this experiment. Often
a book’s preface is enlightening
in this regard. There is in fact a
new one but the rephrasing and
reshuffling of the previous text
introduces ambiguity as to what
if any new sources have come
to light (possibly Vanden Plas
corporate papers, Jack Barclay

invoices, some legal papers).
Hay points out that “a great deal
of new information has come to
light, but I have found few mistakes and little reason to change
the views I held a quarter century ago.”
Some, probably many
changes are merely stylistic;
in other situations a few added
words or sentences may expand
detail; and in some cases there
are really altogether new facts.
To illustrate: “everyone” knows
that, when Bentley Motors
went into bankruptcy and the
Receiver made no provision for
paying anyone’s salary, chairman Woolf Barnato stepped in
and paid all the staff a month’s
salary. It’s in all the books. It’s
in Hay’s books. Except—here
there is now shown a letter by
Managing Director J.K. Carruth saying it was a fortnight.
Hay has revised the old text to
reflect the new fact, but you’d
never notice this unless you paid
attention! Does it matter? Of
course it does.

If you really have never
heard of this book, here the
Cliff Notes: the history of Bentley Motors as an independent
company, from its antecedents
to the point of being acquired
by Rolls-Royce, with consideration of the personalities, commercial/financial/legal dealings,
the engineering of the cars, and
the one thing that influenced if
not dominated all else, motor
racing.
The number of illustrations
is vastly increased, and thanks
to new technology everything
looks superbly crisp and the
duotones more period correct.
To the historian and possibly
the restorer and even car trader
these reference-level books will
be indispensable tools. Of course,
you can just hunt and peck and
read a page here and there—for
everyone at every level, this is a
Masters Class in the state of the
art of current knowledge about
Vintage Bentleys.
It is as amusing as it is alarming to note the reasons behind
the title change, from Bentley
Factory Cars to the one the book
was meant to have all along, The
History of Bentley Motors—the
original publisher figured a book
with the word “history” in the title
wouldn’t sell! (Let’s hope we live
in a more enlightened era . . .)
—ED


Although RollsRoyce produced a
complete car, some
customers still preferred theirs to be
coachbuilt. Taylor
has found 56 different coachbuilders who fashioned
bodies and fitted
the interiors on the
chassis of the various models
produced by Rolls-Royce from
1945–1965. These included,
among others, the Bentley Mk
VI, the Silver Wraith, the Silver
Cloud, and the Phantom V. In
the introductory chapters, Taylor
explains, with admirable clarity,
all of this in detail.
Hardcore enthusiasts have a
fascination with each individual
car. This person would like to
know the detailed history of each

car. The key to this
is the chassis number. But the really
hardcore enthusiast goes beyond
this. He wants to
know, assuming a
coachbuilt car, the
alphanumeric designation and details
of the particular
body style. Thus, the heart of this
book is a listing, alphabetically,
of coachbuilders and the further
listing of their various available
models. It would not be wrong
to say that Taylor has compiled
these lists as comprehensively as
humanly possible.
Is this book, then, of interest
only to the marque’s enthusiasts?
Yes and no. The many pages comprising the aforementioned lists,
although a boon for the truly dedi-

cated, may quickly become mindnumbing to the casual reader.
That said, the chapters discussing how the coachbuilt cars were
made; how Rolls-Royce exerted
control over the finished product;
the give-and-take among customer, coachbuilder and factory,
all of these things should satisfy
anyone with even a modest interest in the subject. The brief history of each coachbuilder makes
for valuable reading also.
The book is full of photos.
Many are vintage, and, as Taylor
points out, this insures that we
can behold the original appearance of a given car—except, of
course, the color. Many others are
color photos of the cars as they
are now, and these are generally
attractive. Overall the graphics
and design of Coachwork are
attractively done.  —Bill Wolf

by Clare Hay

Number One Press, 2019. 2 vols,
784 p., b/w & color illustrations,
hardcover, slipcase. ISBN
9780953582754. £335 + courier
at cost. Avail. from WOBMF (also
Horton’s in the UK) and the
author: clarehay12@hotmail.com

Rejoice, Rejoice, a new book by
Clare Hay! Such is the reward
for having earned a reputation
as the expert’s expert that any
new uttering from On High is
guaranteed to have an impact.
An author earns their reputation one fact, one page, one
book at a time and as anyone
who has been around Bentleys
and Bentley books for a while
knows all too well, a new Hay
book has become a rare sight.
Strictly speaking, this is not
so much a new-new book but a
third “version” of a beloved cornerstone of any decent Bentley
library, Bentley Factory Cars.
That book came to 352 pages,
the new one is 784 so you know
right away that something,
somewhere has got to be new.
As we always say in the case
of revised editions, the reader
who has the most thorough
“education” to gain from a book
is the one who starts with a blank
slate. Knowledge, wouldn’t you
know, is not a static affair. Even

Coachwork on
Rolls-Royce and Bentley
1945–1965

by James Taylor

Herridge & Sons, 2020.
192 p., illustrated, hardcover,
ISBN 978-1906133894. $70/£50

In the Rolls-Royce hobby, there
are three main categories of
interest: prewar cars, postwar
cars, and modern cars. Taylor has
written books on all three. This
one concerns the postwar RR/B
motorcars, constructed as “bodyon-frame,” that were produced
until the debut of the RollsRoyce Silver Shadow/Bentley S,
modern motorcars with monocoque construction. The difference between body-on-frame
and monocoque construction is,
essentially, the raison d’être of
Taylor’s book.
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Building a Better Foundation
Much has happened at the Rolls-Royce
Foundation during the first months of 2020. In January, we
were invited to participate on a larger scale than before in
the Pennsylvania Auto Show, held annually in Harrisburg.
We assembled quite a show of cars over the years. To show
the evolution in automobile construction techniques, we
displayed our Phantom II chassis and contrasted it with the
2004 Phantom frame put on permanent loan with us from
Rolls-Royce North America. We also showed a 1980 Silver
Shadow II, an S1 Bentley, and a lovely 1989 Silver Spur
brought by one of our members. Bentley Motors loaned us
a new GTC convertible for display, also. Our exhibit was
popular with the show’s attendees.
Our next publicly-oriented event would have been the
second edition of our annual PMC Mixer on May 15. Per
the CDC guidance issued on 3/15 we are canceling this
event and intend to reschedule for Fall, ideally for the same
weekend as the 25/30 Seminar.
Our staff are currently planning our first annual RRF
Golf Outing, which will be held this fall at a local golf course
in the Harrisburg area and should attract a good number of
golfers. More details will follow, of course.
The Foundation has received a
wonderful donation of a 1986 Rolls-Royce
Camargue, JAG-10386, from the Pascal
family of Maryland. The Pascals are the only
owners of the car until now; they have given
the car to honor our stalwart member Paul
Pascal, who died in 2018. He and his wife
Brenda were long-time active members of
the Club and the Chesapeake Region, and
we are delighted to receive their donation of
a splendid proper motorcar. The Camargue
is original, in beautiful condition, and is
black with a red interior.
We also have in the works a probable
JAG-10386
donation of a 1984 Silver Spur, with fairly
low mileage and in very good condition.
This car started off as one of the Bhagwan
Shree Rajneesh’s fleet of cars; however, it appears never
to have been repainted by the Bhagwan’s followers and is
a handsome example of the early Spurs. We hope to have
received the car at the Foundation by the time you read
this article.
We have now rebuilt the engine of the 25/30 coupe with
body by Woolley of Nottingham, thanks to the excellent
efforts of Tim Jayne. It is back in the car, and Tim, Executive
Director Mark Lizewskie, and this writer had a good time
getting the engine fired up and running. The Foundation
is postponing the 25/30 tech seminar that was scheduled
for April 4 that would have had us tune the engine, get
the running gear adjusted, and getting the car ready for
the road. We hope to conduct the seminar in the Fall but
that means of course that the car won’t be on display at
the Annual Meet in June. We do hope to have the fenders
and hood painted in the fairly near future but since a
number of tasks depend on the availability of students at the
Pennsylvania College of Technology, no firm timeline can be
committed to.
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Ticket sales for the 1999 Silver Spur, which is being
raffled at the Gettysburg meet, have been more than
brisk. By the time you read this article, we may well have
sold all the raffle tickets, raising well over $60,000 for the
Foundation. The car, which has very low mileage, is in
stunning condition—it is the closest one can get to a new
Silver Spur. If you have not yet purchased a raffle ticket, you
should do so—someone has to win this sterling example of
a Proper Motor Car!
We have been working with auction houses to arrange an
online auction of a large amount of parts we have on hand.
We hope to have these parts sold fairly soon.
Our Development Committee is busy working on plans to
raise revenue and build awareness of the Foundation, both
in the general automotive community and in the greater
Rolls-Royce and Bentley world. We are happy to report in
this connection that the Foundation had a very good year
in 2019 as compared with 2018: we saw a 27% increase
in revenue from our research on cars for their owners, a
140% increase in visitors to the museum, a 110% increase
in donations to the Foundation at the door of the museum,

a 40% increase in revenue from the silent auction at the
Annual Meet, a gain of six corporate sponsors from none
in 2018, and an increase in fundraising in 2019 of nearly
$3900. So far in 2020, through parts sales and research fees
and donations we have raised nearly $8400. In addition, we
have sold over $62,000 in raffle tickets for the 1999 Spur
and have received $12,695 in donations from our year-end
appeal. These numbers are gratifying, but they may not
necessarily be repeated every year. This is why we formed
a Development Committee to come up with good plans to
raise revenue on a regular basis.
The Foundation continues to rely on donations of cars,
records, and money, as well as from purchases made through
Amazon Smile. As you know, donations are the primary
way by which the Foundation’s mission and programs are
supported, so please consider us in your annual giving
and your tax and estate planning. And please come visit
the Foundation and our museum, which really has an
extraordinarily good exhibits program. Come see us during
the RROC Annual Meet in Gettysburg in June!
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Keeping in Contact

The Rolls-Royce
Bulletin and RollsRoyce Quarterly
Walt Gosden

t

he sale of a motorcar was not the end of a relationship
between customer and automobile manufacturer, nor
the dealer or sales representative. The hope that in the
future the customer may possibly return to view the latest models and body styles being offered was always there.
Factory-published magazines were, and still are to a significant
extent the main link of communication between the motorcar
manufacturer and their customers.
This was particularly evident in the time period prior to
WWII and the immediate postwar years when that postwar
era was still prolific with the printed page as the main form
of contact and communication. The electronic age of communication had yet to take over the print media and direct
mail contact. Ads on the radio, in newspapers and magazines—or even painted on the masonry exterior walls of
buildings—as well as wood billboard displays along the big
throughways (there were really no multi-lane “highways”
or interstate road systems of any national significance built
until the Eisenhower administration) were common “communication channels” between carmaker and customer.
Carmakers produced their own magazines to promote
sales and provide information. They not only promoted the
newest mechanical features but also the beautiful new style
and designs that were current. This was especially true in the
WWI to WWII era when custom coachwork was designed
and built and fitted to a chassis. The factory magazines also
heavily promoted how owners of their brand of car were
using them to visit significant sites, attractions, and historic
national and man-made wonders of the world.
Many makes had monthly or quarterly publications
which they sent to existing customers. Cadillac had a magazine titled The Crest and Packard, Lincoln, Buick, and other
makes had their own magazines.
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Rolls-Royce also realized it was
important to keep their customers informed or even just thinking
about “their” marque and produced
its own magazine to that end, both
in England and in the US. These
were well written and illustrated
and appeared on a regular basis.
The issues of Rolls-Royce Quarterly I have do not list a number for
a particular issue so I cannot determine when they were started or
ceased being produced. An educated guess was it made its
debut sometime late in 1921. The earliest issue I have has
Summer 1922 printed on the cover. This issue notes on the
first page under the title that this magazine was “Published
from time to time by Rolls-Royce of America, Springfield,
Massachusetts USA, of which this is the summer issue.” It
was 8 pages and 8¼ x 11 inches in size with a stiff cardboard
cover. Later issues increased in number of pages to a minimum of 12. There definitely was an Autumn 1922 issue.
Like its British counterpart, The Rolls-Royce Bulletin,
published by the parent company in England, the RollsRoyce Quarterly featured many photographs of happy
customers using their motorcars at significant events and
locations. Photos were mostly of Rolls-Royce cars made in
the Springfield factory, but the English Rolls-Royce would
always be featured as well.
The issues of the American Rolls-Royce Quarterly have
a full page devoted to a list of all the “Branch Houses” and
representatives located in the US, Canada, and Puerto Rico
(spelled Porto Rico in the 1920s). It was a significant list
indeed and by the Winter of 1924 there were almost two
dozen locations. The Summer 1922 edition also listed all
worldwide branch houses in 16 countries. All were listed
with complete addresses.
The Rolls-Royce Bulletin issued in England had a significant number of pages for each issue and in addition
to containing important information about the motorcars
themselves it was in effect a travel journal with beautiful
black & white photographs of Rolls-Royce cars.
These wonderful publications were all produced at an
excellent level of quality. Coated stock paper was used for
interior pages to allow the best possible reproduction of
drawings and photographs. As many “upper crust” society
personalities as possible were posed in or near one of the
cars as often as possible for obvious and understandable
reasons.
Both the US and English factory-issued publications
offered such a rich and insightful look into an era that saw
Silver Ghosts, Phantoms, and Wraiths being purchased and
used in daily life or on special occasions. Viewing these publications can give us a great insight into what these cars were
like when they were new, who owned them, and where they
drove them to. It gives us an opportunity to reflect on an
amazing era in history—and those of us fortunate enough
to see the world through the windshield of a vintage car will
feel a particular affinity for our forebears.
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Obviously, a serious researcher will now wonder if there is a definitive
list of all the Rolls-Royce Quarterly issues? Well . . . we’re working
on it (if anyone has one, pray, tell!). The dates of a relatively small
number of individual issues are known but, other than noting gaps
between known issue numbers, that tells us nothing about what all
was printed. (Incidentally, the RROC reprinted the Summer 1922
issue and this can be easily found.)
On the Rolls-Royce Bulletin side things look better because there
were more, they have been collected by more people, and they are
Rolls-Royce Bulletin from Sept. 1920 shows the
referenced more often.
Brooklands race track: “After a standing start on the
Here is the most current list of known Bulletin issues:
steepest portion of the test hill (gradient 1 in 4) the car
1. No. 1–6; could be Jan.–June 1912 or possibly Aug. 1911
accelerated marvelously and crested the top as speed.”
onwards
2. No. 7 July 1912
3. No. 8 Aug. 1912
4. No. 9–21; fit perfectly as monthly issues but
the actual issues are unknown anywhere
5. No. 22 Nov. 1913
Rolls-Royce Quar6. No. 23; could be Dec. 1913 or Jan. 1914
terly Summer 1922:
7. No. 24 Feb. 1914
“Society members
8. No. 25?
at polo matches” on
9. No. 26 Apr. 1914
the W. Russell Grace
10. No. 27 May, wartime?
estate at Old West11. Apr., Oct. 1919
bury, Long Island. J.R.
12. Feb., Sept. 1920
Grace is at wheel of
13. Jan., Sept. 1921
a Silver Ghost.
14. Apr., 1922 entitled “Rolls-Royce cars and aero
engines in India and other countries” so did
not have Bulletin as a title
15. Apr. 1923
16. 1924 issues unknown
17. Dec. 1925
18. May, Oct. 1926
19. Mar., June, Aug., Dec. 1927 (also a Sept. reissue, same as Aug., and both contained a
4-sided leaflet about shock dampers)
20. June, Oct. 1928
21. Mar., June, Oct. 1929
Rolls-Royce Quarterly Summer 1922. Three cars at the factory:
22. Feb., June, Oct. 1930
“The RR cars are delivered in fleets; (l–r) sedan (for the sales floor),
23. Jan., April, Sept. 1931
a touring-phaeton, and a 4 passenger phaeton.”
24. June, Dec. 1932
25. Jan., July 1933
Rolls-Royce Quar26. Jan., Apr., Aug., Nov. 1934
terly Winter 1924.
27. Feb., May, Sept., Dec. 1935
Irving Bloomingdale
28. Mar., June, Sept., Dec. 1936
of NY entered his
29. Mar., June, Sept., Dec. 1937
RR Town Brougham
30. Mar., June, Sept., Dec. 1938
in an automobile
31. Mar., June, Sept.
show in Monte
1939
Carlo where it took
32. 1951; one issue with
first place as the
no month noted
handsomest car on
33. Jan., July 1952
the coast.
34. Jan., June 1953
Rolls-Royce Bulletin
35. Jan., June, Dec. 1954
March 1936: A Derby
36. July 1955
winner (April the
37. Jan., July 1956
fifth) as a mascot.
38. Jan., July 1957
Mr. Tom Wall’s car
39. Jan., 1958.
and favorite dog.”
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Rolls-Royce
& Bentley Dealers
in the Prewar Years
Part II
The Major Specialized RR/B Dealers
Jack E. Triplett and Tom C. Clarke

i

f customers went to an authorized Rolls-Royce retailer, they could specify their coachbuilder of choice,
if so desired, or else the dealer would suggest one.
Naturally the official and authorized retailers had
their favorites. We review here the major Rolls-Royce and
Bentley dealers. As we are writing a book on the coachbuilder J. Gurney Nutting & Co. we use this coachbuilder
to demonstrate how the major retailers interacted with
coachbuilders.

Pass & Joyce and Rootes

2

Pass & Joyce Ltd. carried on business from several locations
in London: 373–75 Euston Rd., 46–47 Pall Mall, and 24–27
Orchard St. W1, and from another facility in Manchester.
In the October 10, 1930 Motor Show issue of The Autocar,
Pass & Joyce took out advertisements for Marmon (page
151), Sunbeam, and Talbot 75 (page 181), which suggests
the range of their interests, which also included Austin and
Rolls-Royce.
Pass & Joyce had a favorite coachbuilder, James Young,
for whom they were the London outlet. Much of this dealer’s advertising featured Young bodies, which Pass & Joyce
referred to as their “Bromley” designs (James Young’s works
were in suburban Bromley)—Bromley brougham, Bromley
1
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Joyce, seated, and Pass talking amongst themselves about their
Weymann Magnet Coupe.
drophead coupe and so forth. An example from this dealer’s 1935 catalog was the 25/30 Rolls-Royce “Bromley town
saloon with partition” 1; indeed, James Young built all the
coachwork in Pass & Joyce’s catalog though P&J claimed to
have designed it. On the other hand, even though they promoted designs built by James Young, Pass & Joyce sales of
Rolls-Royce and Bentley cars included a nearly equal portion from other coachbuilders.
This dealer probably initiated the “story” of dealerdesigned coachwork, and were at it well before others,
including Jack Barclay Ltd. and H.R. Owen Ltd. made the
same claims. For example, in a 1930 issue of The Autocar,
Joyce is quoted as saying to Pass, “Everybody is admiring the
body you designed.”
2 They called this
body the “Magnet”
coupe. For the 1930
Motor Show, the company took out another
advertisement in The
Autocar (10 October
1930), this one extolling “exclusive design
by Pass & Joyce.”
Again, it featured the
Magnet coupe, and
it claimed other P&J
designs on Austin and
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3
A Derby Bentley allweather of 1936.
Talbot. We are not sure who built the Magnet coupe but it
was probably James Young, for by 1932 at the latest, James
Young were providing (and undoubtedly designing) Pass &
Joyce’s exclusive designs.
In featuring and promoting style in coachwork as a
major element in their sales, Pass & Joyce, using James
Young coachwork, were a major rival to Gurney Nutting’s
ascendancy as the British style leader. And they successfully
competed on style: in the only case we know where Pass &
Joyce contested a concours directly against one of Nutting’s
designs (an Owen sedanca coupe), P&J won—with a James
Young drophead body on a Rolls-Royce Phantom II.
However, Pass & Joyce did not concentrate on RollsRoyce and Bentley sales (they received only seven RollsRoyce chassis in 1932, though more in subsequent years),
and there is only so much reputation for style leadership that anyone could build on Austins and Talbots. And
even though James Young did some exceedingly attractive
designs, they were not consistently at the top of the game
in the 1930s.
In any event, Pass & Joyce ordered no coachwork from
Gurney Nutting during the 1930s. Their close connection with James Young, and their claims to design, meant
that Pass & Joyce were a rival and not a customer for
Nutting’s coachwork.
A similar dealer/coachbuilder connection, already mentioned in Part 1 of this article, involved Rootes Ltd. and
the well-known coachbuilder Thrupp & Maberly 3. Rootes
were the London distributor for Hillman and Humber,
and those cars no doubt accounted for most of their business, but they were also an official Rolls-Royce and Bentley
dealer. They owned Thrupp & Maberly, and not surprisingly, of 14 Phantom II chassis that went to Rootes in 1933,
11 carried bodies by Thrupp & Maberly. The same relation
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held for Rootes sales of the
20/25: 32 of the 38 cars they
sold in 1933 had Thrupp &
Maberly coachwork.
Rootes Ltd.’s sales had
a tiny potential for Gurney
Nutting & Co., but they got
little out of it. In the 1920s,
Rootes had sold Bentleys
with Nutting bodies (Rootes
were then Bentley’s export
agency), but this dealer
ordered exactly one Nutting
body in the entire decade
of the 1930s, that one on a
Sunbeam.
Thus, of the six major
London Rolls-Royce independent dealers, two were
never outlets for J. Gurney
Nutting & Co.’s coachwork
because they were tied to
other coachbuilders. Nutting therefore were constrained to work with the
other four and with the fringe of dealers described in Part I.

Jack Barclay Ltd.

As already noted, Jack Barclay1 was by the early 1930s the
largest London independent authorized Rolls-Royce dealer.
Gurney Nutting’s relationship with Barclay originated in the
early days of Bentley. One of Barclay’s very first advertisements for new Bentleys featured a Gurney Nutting Weymann two-door saloon.
John Donald (Jack) Barclay got his automotive start in
Great Portland Street just after the war, with the dealer
Coppen Allen (still an active dealer a decade later, at 205–7
Great Portland Street). After gaining experience, Barclay
set out on his own, joining with R. Leslie Wyse to form a
dealership known as Barclay & Wyse, with premises at the
corner of Great Portland and Oxford streets. In the manner
of the day, Barclay & Wyse handled a range of cars, including Rolls-Royce, but Jack Barclay was especially enthusiastic about the Vauxhall, which he raced extensively. Indeed,
A.F.C. Hillstead records that when he was a Bentley salesman Barclay teased him with a demonstration that his Vauxhall was faster than Hillstead’s 3 Litre Bentley (see 50 Years
of Motoring, page 130).
As a race car driver, Barclay has been called more blessed
with luck than skill, largely for his surviving several spectacular high-speed accidents with hardly a scrape, carrying on
in the race as if nothing untoward had happened. His driving mechanic in those days was Harold Edwin Plaister, who
became Barclay’s chauffeur in later years. Likely Plaister
preferred driving Jack to riding with him.
1 The historical part of this section is drawn partly from our own research and
partly from Michael Worthington-Williams’ text for: Jack Barclay Limited: Diamond Jubilee Anniversary Commemorative Catalogue (Jack Barclay Limited,
no date, but 1987 publication).
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After General Motors acquired Vauxhall in 1925, the
future for Vauxhall sporting cars was bleak. At some point,
Bentley Motors approached Jack Barclay about taking on
Bentley cars. W.O. Bentley recalled (in his An Illustrated
History of the Bentley Car, page 141) that when Barclay
asked for an extra discount, they flipped a coin for it and
Barclay—characteristically—won.
Barclay & Wyse first advertised new Bentleys in September, 1924. In 1927, Barclay split from Wyse and set up his
own dealership on Hanover Square, initially at 12a George
Street. Barclay promotional materials always described the
location as “across from St. George’s church.” It was actually
diagonal and a bit up the block. 4
Harold R. Owen was Barclay’s manager until May 1932.
B.O. (Bernard O.) Davis, formerly manager of coachbuilder
Mann Egerton’s sales, joined the staff in 1931, and took the
position of general manager in August 1932. Davis remained
with Jack Barclay Ltd. until he retired in 1973 (see his
memoirs in BDC Review number 78 [Oct. 1965]). Barclay’s
early order books contain other sets of initials—PKM, CAW,
and GF, none of whom we have yet identified. Barclay had
a subsidiary location on Bruton Street for a time, and he
expanded to a second showroom at 20 Conduit Street when
the Derby Bentley came out. This showroom, managed by
C.R.F. English, was a couple of doors down from the new
Bentley showroom at 16 Conduit Street and the longtime
Rolls-Royce showroom at 14–15 Conduit Street.
Later (in 1935), Barclay acquired the adjoining property to his George Street premises—number 13, the ground
floor of the adjacent Chatham House—and consolidated
his business in the expanded location. Around the same
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time, Green Park Motors came under
the Barclay umbrella, with directors
Jack Barclay, Clifford Taylor, and B.O.
Davis. Green Park began as Elphinstone & Firth in 1928 at 110 Piccadilly. As a Barclay subsidiary, Green
Park initially located on Brick Street,
off Park Lane, but soon moved to 23
George Street, the site of the former
Kensington Moir and Straker Bentley
dealership, a location close to Barclay.
Green Park dealt mostly with used
cars, but it sold new Lagondas and at
least one new Bentley.
Additionally, Barclay had a “northern outpost” in Hexham-on-Tyne (in
Northumberland, near Newcastle),
run by Frank C. Clement, the former
Bentley works racing driver.
By the late 1920s, the bulk of Barclay’s business consisted of exclusive
cars of the Rolls-Royce and Bentley
class, and by the turn of the decade
he had the capital for executing some
very large transactions. When Bentley
Motors folded in late 1931, Barclay
bought up the remaining chassis in
partnership with Jack Olding, another
dealer. Barclay commissioned coachwork for some of
them and the partnership sold some chassis to other dealers, including a batch of seven 8 Litres to Mann Egerton.
He did the same thing in February 1932, again in partnership with Olding, with a group of 22 Minervas that
were unsold for some reason, perhaps the demise of the
Minerva distributor.
But even with Barclay’s focus on the top-ranking cars, he
did not give up entirely his wheeler-dealer ways, and he still
on occasion would sell anything for which he could find a
buyer. Thus, Barclay’s order #163 (12 June 1931) recorded
the sale of a new Tiger Moth airplane and an MG Midget
(£960 for the pair) against which Barclay allowed £835 for a
red and black supercharged Alfa Romeo James Young sports
two-seater with red leather. Later in the month, Barclay
sold the Alfa for only £815, which suggests how he maneuvered profit out of the discounts he received from manufacturers to cover his over-allowances on trade-ins. As another
example, after selling a Phantom II H.J. Mulliner limousine
(128MY) to the Earl of Warwick in 1933, he then sold the
Earl a J-2 type MG Midget, decked out in black and apple
green, with tonneau cover, door pocket, search light, Lucas
twin horns, a stone guard and a clock, all for £189.10.0. Presumably, the Earl used the MG for jaunts in the country
with his new bride, the former Rose Bingham.
New car orders for Auburn V-12, Essex, Ford, Austin,
Wolseley Hornet, S.S. I, Humber, and Lancia Astura also
appear on Barclay’s order books in the early 1930s, and a
little later he sold a new Buick, with Marchal headlamps
and a General Motors radio, to Woolf Barnato’s wife. And
of course, Barclay would take any car in trade and give you
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a good price for it. His advertisements
emphasized the values his dealership
offered on trade-ins, and as B.O. Davis
wrote: “No one could ever match Jack
Barclay as a salesman . . . it was always
fascinating to watch him dealing with
what one might call a ‘difficult customer’. . . .[for] he always had three,
four, or even five, alternatives in the
back of his mind, often succeeding
in the end by selling a car which was
superior to anything else that could
be offered by another retailer . . . ”
5 If you wanted a car—any car—Jack
Barclay would get it for you, and he
was willing to make any profitable
deal, no matter how unorthodox. Barclay once sold a Bentley and took a fur
coat in trade! Yet, during the 1930s,
Rolls-Royce and Bentley sales dominated, by far. 6

5

Jack Barclay in a

6
By the early 1930s, Barclay had a thriving and large business. A document in the Barclay order book shows stock
on hand as of 31 March 1932—60 cars, new and used,
very likely the largest stock of Rolls-Royce, Bentley and
similar cars in London. A little later, Barclay Stock List
No. 1092 (published July 6, 1936) claimed that the company did have the largest stock of Rolls-Royce and Bentley cars in Great Britain—13 new Rolls-Royces (two by
Gurney Nutting), six new Bentleys (one by Nutting) and
63 used cars of various makes, several bodied by Nutting
(including B166DG, a Bentley drophead now owned by one
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of the authors). Most of the used
cars were Rolls-Royces and Bentleys, but the list of “miscellaneous
cars” included a pair of Ford V-8s,
a Hudson with English drophead
body, an SSK Mercedes, an eightcylinder supercharged Alfa Romeo,
and an Isotta Fraschini saloon by
Cesare Sala—choice cars, indeed.
The brochure promised that photographs of all of the cars listed
were available on request, a Barclay innovation that was copied by
some other dealers. Barclay issued
a used car brochure in 1938 that
again claimed “the largest stock in
England.” 7
With respect to coachbuilding orders, Jack Barclay was more
ecumenical than some of the other
1947 photo.
dealers, as he had a keen eye for
coachwork and would
follow his eye. In 1932,
for example, Barclay
used 11 coachbuilders,
including Gurney Nutting, with Thrupp &
Maberly, H.J. Mulliner
and Park Ward heading the list. Jack Barclay Ltd.’s 1933 catalog
offered coachwork by
a number of builders, including a coupe
by Gurney Nutting.
Stock List No. 1078
(July 17, 1935) listed
19 examples of new
coachwork from 9 different coachbuilders,
again including Nutting, with Mulliner and
Thrupp dominating. A
later Barclay catalog,
after suggesting that
“Customers are invited
to discuss . . . personal ideas which can
be developed into special scale drawings,” explained
that “The body would subsequently be constructed by
the coachbuilder most experienced in the execution of
the work.” This indicates that Barclay had reasons for
choosing one coachbuilder for one particular kind of
body and another for a different type, or that he would
size up the customer’s tastes and requirements before
directing him or her to a particular coachbuilder (for
example, a buyer with conservative tastes might be steered
towards a Barker or Hooper body but would not be sent to
Gurney Nutting).
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Barclay ordered coachwork from
Nutting throughout the decade, but
they were never his favored coachbuilder. For Nutting, however, Barclay’s size meant something, for even
the crumbs from Barclay’s business
swelled the output for a small coachbuilder. For the first half of the
decade, Barclay orders accounted for
roughly one in six Gurney Nutting bodies. All were bodies for Rolls-Royce
and Bentley.

Car Mart Ltd.

Car Mart were one of the oldest dealerships in London. Founded in 1908
by Major R.S. Grigg, they were first
located on Euston Road. After several moves, the company settled into
a large building at the corner of Piccadilly and Park Lane that The Motor, in
a 1929 article (5 November, page 770)
called “one of the most imposing showrooms in London.” 8 The facility on
Euston Road was retained, mainly for
used car sales. Car Mart was acquired
in 1927 by Gordon Watney & Co. of
31 Brook street, actually a smaller
dealer. Thereafter, Car Mart and Watney collaborated in some way, but by
1933 Watney was listed as Car Mart’s
“affiliated” company. During the 1933
Motor Show, Car Mart claimed in an
advertisement in The Autocar that
more cars could be examined in their
showrooms than at the Show.
Car Mart continued in the 1930s its
longstanding practice of selling a large
number of different makes of car. A
note in the publication Magazine Programme in June 1936 remarked on
Car Mart’s stock of “brand new cars
of every make on the market” and
observed that the dealer’s “elegant
young salesmen” might sell a potential
Rolls-Royce purchaser a “Baby Austin” instead.
The company’s Rolls-Royce/Bentley business lagged Barclay (and also
Hooper and Barker), but was roughly
equal to Rootes. Car Mart, like Barclay, were not tied to a particular
coachbuilder, they played the field and
looked for market niches. 9
Several times, Car Mart financed
one of Gurney Nutting’s Motor Show
Bentley saloon by
Freestone & Webb.
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9

8

exhibits and sold the show
car, so they were an important outlet for Nutting coachwork. Orders from Car Mart
accounted for about 6% of Nutting bodies in the first half of
the 1930s, but after that orders
from Car Mart dropped. For
one, Car Mart’s Rolls-Royce
and Bentley sales declined,
but even so, Nutting’s share
of Car Mart’s Rolls-Royce/
Bentley sales also declined, for
unknown reasons. After 1936,
Car Mart took only three Bentley bodies from Nutting (and
none on Rolls). The company
remained a Rolls-Royce/Bentley dealer after the war.

10 Note Hillman sign in the window.

Jack Olding

Henry John Douglas (Jack) Olding was born in Wiltshire in
1892. He served in World War I and entered the car selling business afterward. In the mid-1920s, he emerged in a
partnership named Jack Olding, Knowles & Co. He later
set up his own dealership, Jack Olding & Co. Ltd., at 8–10
North Audley Street, between Oxford Street and Grosvenor
Square, where he sold Aston Martins and other cars, as well
as Bentleys and Rolls-Royce. 10
As noted earlier, Olding partnered with Jack Barclay in
buying up the remaining chassis after the old Bentley company collapsed. Olding & Co. became an authorized dealer
for the Derby Bentley, and absorbed 13 Bentley chassis in
1935, but the company were also an active agent for AC,
BSA, Riley and similar cars.

Olding seems to have joined forces in 1933 with Archie
Simons, one of the myriad of Great Portland Street dealers (Simons was located at numbers 94–95), on a distributorship for Morris, and he was also for a time a partner
(with E. deG. Carr) in Carr Ltd., the Lagonda distributors
in London. In addition to his automobile business, Olding
assumed the distributorship for John Deere and Caterpillar tractors, and postwar the company moved increasingly into the business of selling earthmoving equipment,
though they also continued to advertise Rolls-Royce and
Bentley cars.
Vickers acquired the Olding company in 1951. Jack Olding died in 1958.
In the early 1930s, Olding’s coachwork orders to Gurney
Nutting accounted for 2½% of Nutting’s coachwork. 11 But
Olding generated no business at all for Nutting after 1936.

11
Bentley B186EF, delivered in 1935 via Jack Olding, here in 2002 being reviewed by the Queen.
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H.M. Bentley & Partners, Gaffikin Wilkinson, and
Kevill-Davies & March

When the Derby Bentley came out, Rolls-Royce appointed
“authorized” dealers for the new car that omitted some
names on the list of official Rolls-Royce dealers (for example, Windovers were never an authorized Bentley retailer)
and added some names in deference to the old Bentley tradition. Chief among the latter were Jack Olding (see above)
and H.M. Bentley & Partners.
Horace Bentley was W.O. Bentley’s elder brother, and
had been sales manager of Bentley Motors before striking
out on his own. H.M. Bentley & Partners took 19 Derby
Bentley chassis in 1935. Remarkably, 17 of the 19 got standard Park Ward catalog bodies. The dealership retained
roughly 10% of the London Bentley market through the rest
of the decade. However, they never sent any coachbuilding
business to Gurney Nutting.
Bentley & Partners were well known for rebuilds of W.O.
Bentleys (that is, they “hotrodded” them, in American parlance, creating imitation Le Mans racers out of unwanted
saloons, a major market for such old cars at the time). By
their rebodying activities H.M. Bentley reduced the world’s
supply of Gurney Nutting bodies, rather than augmenting it
with new sales.
Rolls-Royce recognition did not extend to other old-line
Bentley dealerships such as Gaffikin Wilkinson & Co., Ltd.,
and Kevill-Davies & March. Gaffikin Wilkinson (this was
one man’s name, not a partnership of two individuals) had
been a major Bentley dealer and Gurney Nutting’s main
dealer outlet for coachwork on Bentleys in the old days, outranking even Barclay. After the demise of Bentley Motors,
Wilkinson turned his attention to Lagonda, in many ways
the heir of the old Bentley performance tradition, and he
also advertised his agency for Talbot and Alvis, at his location at 17a Hanover Square (up the street from Jack Barclay). 12 In the 1930s, he ordered one Bentley body from
Nutting and three on Lagondas.
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Kevill-Davies & March was a partnership of two employees of the old Bentley
firm. Hugh S. Kevill-Davies started with
Bentley when the company was still selling the DFP marque, well before the 3
Litre Bentley was introduced. He joined
the Bentley showroom sales staff at the
introduction of the long-chassis 3 Litre
in late 1922, and later became Bentley’s
sales manager. Kevill-Davies knew Gurney
Nutting’s work well from his days selling
3 Litre and 6½ Litre cars from Bentley
Motors’ old showroom.
His partner was the Earl of March,
later the Duke of Richmond and Gordon,
who served an apprenticeship at Bentley
Motors where he was known as Freddie
Settrington.
K-D&M specialized in sports cars and
sporting chassis and were located at 28
Berkeley street, near a number of other
dealers. 13 They promoted their “March
special” coachwork (not made by Nutting) on A.C., on
Alvis, for whom they were an authorized dealer, and also
on the small Lagonda Rapier and the Wolseley Hornet.
At the other extreme, they developed what they called a
“Brakenvan” body for converting “veteran” cars into shooting brakes. Even with their various lines of business, the
K-D&M dealership remained small and they never developed much business for Gurney Nutting, only three bodies
total, one Lagonda and two Bentleys.

13
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H.R. Owen Ltd

Harold R. Owen was the son
of William Henry Owen, an
engineer, and Mary Rolphe.
He often wrote his name as
Harold Rolfe-Owen in earlier years, but used the surname Owen for his business
identification.
He was an army captain in
the first world war and later
14
served in India. His military
Harold Owen in military
rank was often used in later
uniform, ca. 1918.
life, a common custom in the
day. 14 Owen’s business life
began in 1924 when he joined National Benzole Company.
Here he was in charge of the Pump Department at a time
when sale of gasoline in two-gallon cans was being replaced
by the gas pump. He began to frequent Brooklands, where
he raced. He had a brown 3 Litre Bentley Vanden Plas
tourer (SR1401) at one point and perhaps racing brought
Owen and Barclay together. But unlike Jack Barclay’s spectacular racing history, if Harold Owen raced he did it more
circumspectly. In any event, his work at National Benzole
would have been known to the major motoring figures of
the day. In 1929, he married Dorothy, daughter of Austin
O’Connor, the wealthy manufacturer of Condor brand hats.
Their only child, Maureen, was born in 1931.
In 1929, when the surviving Jack Barclay Ltd. sales
records start, he was Barclay’s sales manager. Owen left Barclay in May 1932 to set up his own firm, much as Jack Barclay had left Coppen Allen a decade before. Soon, Arthur
Smith-Bingham brought additional financing from an inheritance and joined the board of directors. Owen opened a
showroom at 17 Berkeley street, next door to the dealer
Charles Follett. 15
It has sometimes been said that the
way Owen left Jack Barclay Ltd. to set
up his own rival firm created enmity
between the two. However, business
relations involving their dealerships
began quite early on: H.R. Owen Ltd.
obtained GAU76 on a transfer from
Jack Barclay Ltd. in 1932, one of the
first Rolls-Royce chassis that Owen’s
dealership sold (fitted with a Thrupp
& Maberly allweather body). Business is business, but nothing in the
record indicates that the two parted
on anything but amicable terms, and
Harold Owen’s daughter, Maureen
Owen, told us the families remained
so. As we will describe in our book,
a business dispute broke out soon
after, but that is another matter.
Owen initially had J.C. Mills as manager, later B.G. Carrington, and
still later B.J. Bleaney from RollsRoyce Conduit Street. John Blatchley
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remembered from his days at Gurney Nutting working with
Carrington, particularly. G.H. Roberts came to Owen from
Arthur Mulliner in 1938 (The Motor 21 June 38).
The showroom at 17 Berkeley Street remained small,
and could display but few cars. When Marjorie Meuser
Wagner walked into Owen’s showroom in 1939, she recalled
only one car on display (a Wraith sedanca de ville, which her
cousin bought) and only one person working in the showroom. But then, business was very slow in those days just
before the war.
Harold Owen at first split his coachbuilding business among several coachbuilders. His first (1932) catalog
depicted coachwork by H.J. Mulliner, Thrupp & Maberly,
and Gurney Nutting. Of a Phantom II saloon in the catalog,
the caption says that it is “both by Thrupp & Maberly and

15
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by Gurney Nutting,” which might be taken to mean that the
two builders worked to the same design, except no example
of the design is known for either Nutting or Thrupp.
Similarly, when Owen published two 1933 catalogs (one
for Rolls-Royce, one for Bentley), they showed bodies by
several builders. The 1932 catalog marked the first appearance of the famous “Owen sedanca coupe” (which, despite
the words in the catalog, was designed by Gurney Nutting’s
A.F. “Mac” McNeil). 16
Owen’s 1932 catalog stated his operating principles:
“Coachwork for high-grade cars—particularly Rolls-Royce
and Bentley—requires far more discrimination than the
mere ordering of a body.” The catalog spells out those
discriminating elements: distinction in style, anticipating
the trend of fashion, and selecting the correct equipment
and fittings.
Obviously, Owen would provide the “discrimination” his
clients required, but the understated catalog language does
not boast.
Later, in his catalogs and frequently in advertisements,
Owen became more forward: “Coachwork is either a little
behind the times, following fashion, or if designed by Owen
a little ahead of the times, influencing fashion” (this version
in an advertisement in The Field, 10 October 1936). Owen
also came to embrace a bit of questionable boasting when

he claimed that his company had been “The originators of
every outstanding design of the last ten years.” The dealership was less than two years old when Owen first made
that claim.
Largely because of the outstanding designs created
by Gurney Nutting & Co.’s designers, Owen was increasingly linked to Nutting as the decade wore on—after 1933,
Owen’s sales catalogs showed Nutting coachwork exclusively,
though they contained nothing to indicate the source. For
Harold Owen, it was Owen’s coachwork (as James Young’s
productions were Pass & Joyce’s coachwork).
Owen sold coachwork as “Designed by H.R. Owen Ltd.”
even though Gurney Nutting’s body plates were attached
to the sills (Pass & Joyce didn’t acknowledge James Young
either). John Blatchley remarked that Owen used to say to
his clients: “Come down to my coachbuilder” (by which he
meant Nutting & Co.). The company that built the coachwork was considered a lesser order in the scheme of things
than the dealer who sold it, and usually the dealer’s body
plate was larger and placed more prominently than the
coachbuilder’s plate.
However, Owen never sold Nutting coachwork exclusively. For example, in 1934 seven of Owen’s 26 Rolls-Royce
sales carried coachwork by builders other than Gurney
Nutting & Co.

Summary:
The Dealership Market for Coachwork by J. Gurney Nutting & Co.
After the Bentley company failed in 1931, it was natural
for Nutting & Co.’s proprietor to look to Rolls-Royce as
the chassis most suited to Nutting’s kind of coachwork. His
company had bodied Rolls-Royces before, and indeed RollsRoyce Ltd. had ordered bodies from Gurney Nutting in the
1920s, but Nutting & Co. were not then major suppliers
of Rolls-Royce coachwork. Expanding into the Rolls-Royce
market posed a number of difficulties described above and
summarized below.
In 1932 and 1933, when Nutting was recasting his business, some 40% of London Rolls-Royce sales were held by
the Big Four coachbuilder/retailers: Hooper, Barker, Windovers, Park Ward. That part of the London market was
never available to Nutting.
Of the remainder, the Rolls-Royce showrooms on Conduit Street were not a factor and one large dealer (Rootes)
and one smaller one (Pass & Joyce) were closely linked with
other coachbuilders (Thrupp & Maberly and James Young,
respectively). Moreover, even though H.M. Bentley & Partners were potential customers, in fact they were wedded
closely to Park Ward’s standard Bentley bodies and never
ordered anything from Nutting. Jack Nutting had to seek
his prosperity, or at least the Rolls-Royce/Bentley part of
his prosperity, in well under half of the London market for
those chassis.
As a practical matter, the major retailers open to Nutting’s coachwork were Jack Barclay, Car Mart, and the newcomer H.R. Owen. Lesser business was generated by the
other Rolls-Royce or Bentley dealers (Jack Olding, Gaffikin
Wilkinson, and Kevill-Davies & March), plus the dealer
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fringe, but it never provided a sufficient volume to keep
the company alive. Of Gurney Nutting’s three major clients,
Harold Owen’s dealership was always foremost. Owen took
nearly half of Nutting’s coachwork in the years up to 1935,
and well over half in the years after that.
H.R. Owen Ltd. was the key to the success of J. Gurney Nutting & Co. in the 1930s. Without Owen, Nutting
would probably have failed in 1932 or 1933, after the
demise of Bentley Motors. Without Owen’s continuing
to take half or more of Nutting’s output over subsequent
years, the company would clearly not have prospered, and
would likely have failed some time during the rest of the
decade, as did other small coachbuilders who faced similar
obstacles.
But in Nutting’s reliance on Owen lay a constant danger. Owen was never an official Rolls-Royce or authorized
Bentley dealer, unlike Barclay and Car Mart or even H.M.
Bentley. An authorized dealer got a 20% discount on chassis
orders, in special circumstances more (toward the end of
the decade, discounts to authorized retailers reached 30%).
H.R. Owen Ltd. got only 15%, or alternatively—provided
he made his “nut” (if he sold more than 6 of each chassis
during the year)—an extra 2½%.
The authorized dealers got their 20% no matter how well
they did, but Owen had to work to get 17½%. As a business matter, that meant that Owen had less room to make
deals—it limited the amount of over-allowance he could
give on trade-ins, compared with what Barclay would offer.
So Owen, Nutting’s savior in the early 1930s, was never as
securely based as its rival dealers.
13507

The whole thing is ironic, because among London RollsRoyce and Bentley dealers only H.R. Owen was exclusively
a Rolls and Bentley dealer. All the others (the favored others!) sold other cars as well.
As we demonstrate in our book, H.R. Owen Ltd. did very
well during the heart of the decade, and J. Gurney Nutting
& Co., Owen’s primary coachwork supplier, prospered as
well. But as the decade evolved, Owen began to lose his
market share, mainly to Jack Barclay, and Owen’s decline
meant that more than half of Nutting’s coachbuilding business was in jeopardy. Nutting’s other clients, like Car Mart
and even the fringe of dealers who brought Nutting an
occasional order, also lost shares to Barclay, so they were
in no position to take up Nutting’s loss from over-reliance
on Owen.

Nutting also lost his share of the declining Rolls-Royce
and Bentley market still claimed by Car Mart. And Nutting’s
prospects with Jack Barclay Ltd. were reduced by Barclay’s
purchase in 1937 of the rival coachbuilder, James Young.
By the end of the decade, J. Gurney Nutting & Co. was in
as vile a financial bind as it was after the failure of Bentley
Motors at the decade’s beginning.
Between the fall of Bentley Motors and the outbreak of
the war, however, J. Gurney Nutting & Co. (with sales by
H.R. Owen Ltd.) produced the most glorious designs and
coachwork to come out of Great Britain. That coachwork
story will be told in our book.
[Some of the material in this article appeared previously in On the Road, the publication of the Derby
Bentley Society.]
Dealers sometimes commissioned exclusive coachwork
designs. We have documented Pass & Joyce’s Bromley
Brougham, H.R. Owen Ltd.’s registered design for the
Owen sedanca coupe, and Jack Barclay’s “Exclusive Barclay
Designs.” But other times, they competed with each other
to sell some coachbuilder’s popular design. An obvious
example is Park Ward’s saloon from 1930s Bentley Motors
catalogs. It appeared in sales records for almost all London
Bentley dealers, large and small.
When a coachbuilder introduced a particularly appealing style, it might induce dealer rivalry to sell it. Gurney
Nutting’s design 107, which the coachbuilder called a “twodoor, four-light saloon,” was their exhibit at the 1935 London Motor Show. This was Nutting body 1681, mounted on
3½ Litre Bentley B139EJ. They painted the show car “Snow
Shadow” (metallic light gray).
Car Mart delivered the show car just after the Motor
Show, and advertised it later in The Field. 17 B139EJ is now
part of the Lawrence Smith collection in Kansas.
H.R. Owen Ltd. were not to be left behind. Their ad 18
used F.N. Birkett’s photo of Nutting’s design drawing rather
than an actual car Owen offered, but the dealership sold
their first design 107, B144FB, to the Maharaja of Jammu
and Kashmir in January, 1936. This was body 1774, painted
maroon. Owen later sold others of the design.
Jack Barclay Ltd., as well, featured Nutting’s design
107. A photo sales card illustrated their first, B196FB,
painted “Steel Dust” (another metallic gray), with grey interior. 19 Barclay also used the
same photo in advertisements.
Restored (now dark blue), it
has been a consistent concours
winner in the UK. Among other
Barclay sales of design 107
was Bentley 4¼ Litre B180JD
(Barclay claimed, against all
evidence, that it was “Barclay
designed”). A wealthy Canadian, Duncan Hodgson, bought
the car, and it has resided subsequently in North America.
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The First Rolls-Royce
Cars Exported
to America
Chassis 40523, 60506, 60528,
and 60534
Klaus-Josef Roßfeldt

t

his year, 2020, is a reasonable choice for the centenary of
Rolls-Royce commencing business operations on American soil. A proper, large-scale business goes through multiple steps in order set itself up as a recognized business
entity—which is not the same as actually commencing business activities. It was on February 1, 1920 that Rolls-Royce of
America’s first employees punched in at the factory on Hendee Street in Springfield, MA. They were five and their task
was to “check and order tools from English prints” in order to
ramp up for production of the Springfield Rolls-Royce Silver
Ghost. But, consider that Rolls-Royce itself chose to mark their
75th anniversary by launching the “Springfield Edition” Silver
Spur for the 1996 model year, and that would make 2021 the
centenary year!
The Springfield factory coming on-line is of course not
the first time Rolls-Royce had a “corporate” presence in
North America. That would have been 1906 when Charles
Stewart Rolls brought the first three Rolls-Royce motorcars—two 30 hp 6-cylinder cars and a 20 hp—to New York
along with his valet/chauffeur Tom Smith and R-R mechanic
Reginald Macready. He traveled on the White Star Liner
Baltic but instead of the September date often reported it
was October because in September, on the 27th, he took part
in the Tourist Trophy on the Isle of Man—and won. From
there he went to Paris, returning to England in his balloon
Britannia before setting off for the US.
Very sensibly C.S. Rolls had selected from the early
range of models manufactured at the factory in Manchester those cars he considered particularly attractive for the
American market, namely ones combining “sport” and “luxury.” The 20 hp, #40523, proved its mettle in several competitive events and was a key factor in garnering publicity,
and the 30 hp cars, #60506 and 60528, with their powerful
and silent 6-cylinder engines held up the luxury end.

1906 Rolls-Royce 20 hp 40523

Bodied by Barker as a Special Side Entrance Light Tourer
this car had been used in England as a works demonstrator. A prominent event had been a May 10–12, 1906 run
from Monte Carlo to London with C.S. Rolls at the wheel.
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1
40523, piloted by Northey. Updated with wire wheels instead
of wooden ones and drilled chassis plus tuning of engine and
drivetrain the car was entered in the 1906 TT. The team suffered a setback and 40523 did not finish. This photo of the car
limping home after the accident with Northey and his driving
mechanic Macready provides a glimpse of the damaged left side
front fender.

2
1906 Rolls-Royce 20 hp 26350B, reg’d AX 157, with C.S. Rolls
at the steering wheel and 1906 Rolls-Royce 20 hp 40523, piloted
by Northey. Both cars carry Special Side Entrance Light Tourer
coachwork by Barker. Shown here during a lighter moment at
practice for the 1906 RAC Tourist Trophy.
Following that, with the Cromwell windscreen removed to
save weight, 40523 was driven by Percy Northey to practice
for the 1906 RAC Tourist Trophy on the Isle of Man for
September that year 1 (on that test Charles Rolls employed
a second Rolls-Royce 20 hp 26350B 2). After the practice
on the Isle of Man the Tourist Trophy cars were fitted with
louvered hoods, wire wheels, lighter exhaust systems, and
new fuel tanks with “taps getable.” Their frames and some
engine parts were drilled, again to reduce weight. The
engines were refined with balanced crankshaft and domed
pistons, lightened flywheels, aluminum pumps, and 112½
instead of 110 degree camshafts. In the event, alas, Northey
had the misfortune of not finishing because he damaged the
car; he sent a telegram “Spring broken, heart broken” to
chief engineer Frederick Henry Royce. C.S. Rolls, however,
was victorious in 26350B so the company saw the event as
a success.
13509

Damage to 40523 cannot have been too severe because
repairs were finished within a few days between the end of
September 1906 and the second week of October. The car
was loaded on board the Baltic that sailed 10 October 1906
from Liverpool, arriving New York on the 17th. This RollsRoyce 20 hp 4-cylinder was very much a highly advanced
“sports car” and reliable long distance tourer. Its state of the
art features were identical to the sister model that had just
won the Tourist Trophy.

In America, Rolls pegged his fabulously well-prepared
Rolls-Royce as capable of standing against competitors of
much larger capacity. In November 1906 he was successful in the Silver Trophy Race at Empire City Track, Yonkers, New York. 3, 4 He was awarded a Silver Medal, and
it is indeed noteworthy that his competitors had engines of
much larger capacity and rated at double or even triple the
horsepower figure of his 20 hp (e.g. Peerless 45 hp, Renault
60 hp etc.)
C.S. Rolls arranged for the
3 20 hp to be noted at the right
spots by prospective purchasers.
Florida with its mild climate was
the area where a vast number of
wealthy Americans spent time
in the winter months. In January 1907, 40523 driven by Macready racked up an impressive
array of trophies at the Ormond
Beach Races:
40523, with C.S. Rolls at the wheel
and R. Macready as riding mechanic.
These promotional cards were signed
by Rolls (below) and Macready (left)
to trumpet their silver medal at the
Empire City Track.

4
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6
40523, with R. Macready and Capt. Hutton. In the light of later
research it seems probable Hutton acted as an agent; by October
1907 a certain A. Sewell, New York, is listed as new owner.

5
The trophy by Louis Auguste Moreau that 40523 won at Ormond
Beach, Florida in 1907 was long thought to be lost. Period photos
of the trophy show it with a different base than it has now; the
description it its display case erroneously says C.S. Rolls was the
winner when it really was Reginald Macready.
• Five Miles Speed Trial: record broken for gasolinepowered cars of 60 hp and under; time 4 min 52 secs.
• World’s International Championship for Touring
Cars: competing against cars of far greater horsepower the

20 hp won the bronze statue 5; distance 20 miles, time
23 min 12 secs.
• 12 Miles match between Rolls-Royce 20 hp and a 30
hp American car: won a Special Gold Medal; time 13 min
12 secs.
• A variety of other competitions saw the 20 hp finishing in second place, beaten only by cars of incredibly higher
rating e.g. a 100 hp Steam Racer or 70 hp Mercedes.
It was during the weeks spent in Florida that the car was
sold to a Captain Hutton from Texas. 6

1906 Rolls-Royce 30 hp 60506

The top product among Rolls-Royce motorcars at the
time of Rolls’ tour of the United States of America was
the entirely new Rolls-Royce 40/50 but none of those
had been finished in time for his trip. There was no other
choice for him than to take two of the 30 hp 6-cylinder cars
instead. One in the form of “chassis cum engine,” 60506 7;
the other was 60528, a
works demonstrator of
which more later on. In
the context of our story,
60506 deserves a special
place as the first ever
Rolls-Royce sold to a
US client.
Per factory records,
60506 had been “off test”
in time to be selected
as one of the three cars
to go on Rolls’ US trip.

7
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60506 at the New York
Automobile Salon in December 1906. It appears to
have been sold on December
10, with delivery in January
1907. Differently profiled
tires front and rear were
considered an anti-skid
device.
13511

8
This 6-cylinder engine is not from one of the cars discussed in this story and is
used here simply to show the lovely-looking engine. (And how could it not look
lovely—this was after all a Millard Newman car, 26355!)

Mrs. Campbell Clarke, Newark, New Jersey.
The short span of time between the end of
the auto show and the car being registered
would mean that the body would have to
have been built quickly—except, in this case,
an already almost finished body was simply
modified to work on the Rolls-Royce. It was
a landaulette by Rothschild & Co. (not the
French company of which two by the name
of Rothschild existed in Paris).
Maurice J. Rothschild had emigrated from
France to the United States in 1903 to serve
as the Manhattan representative of the wellestablished Parisian coachbuilder Audineau
et Cie. 9 Whether or not he was a relative of
the famous Parisian coachbuilder Josef Rothschild, whose firm was still in business at the
time, is not known. Actually at that time,
Rothschild & Fils, Paris, was controlled by
Messrs. Edmond Rheims and Leon Auscher.
The January 20, 1906 issue of the New York

His company C.S. Rolls & Co. did not order coachwork for that car so it was exhibited as a running
chassis at the New York Automobile Salon in early
December 1906. Already on the 10th it was sold, for
$7000 or about £1445, a quite tremendous price
when you consider that his firm would sell a car with
coachwork for £400–850 in the UK.
Contemporary press reports leave no doubt that
the Rolls-Royce 30 hp was worth it. Wrote the New
York Herald of December 4, 1906: “The wonder is a
Rolls-Royce exhibited by the Hon. C.S. Rolls of London. It is so silent that it has been found necessary
to place a glass ‘tell-tale’ on the dashboard in order
that the driver may know whether or not the motor
is in operation. This sounds like a fairy tale, but it is
true. To prove it a duplicate car is kept on the street
for demonstration, and in a two-hour run with Mr.
Rolls the writer was unable at any time to detect the
faintest sound from the motor.” High praise, too, was
published in Auto-Topics (New York) on December
8: “This Rolls-Royce car is one of the prettiest examples of high-class design work to be seen at the Palace”, i.e. at the New York Automobile Exhibition. 8
There is good reason to think it was a female client who acquired (or was given) this car because
records show it registered after January 20, 1907 to
A January 1906 press
release about Maurice J. Rothschild’s
business activities
in the US. He sold
coachwork supplied
9 by Audineau et Cie.
(France), the bodies
modified to fit on “running chassis” provided by a variety of motorcar manufacturers.
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10
A Rolls-Royce 30 hp landaulette (possibly 60534) for $9000 in an advert
from July 1907 in The Motor.
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1906 Rolls-Royce 30 hp 60528
with Roi-des-Belges coachwork
by Barker, here in Cleveland,
Ohio. Note the snow chains fitted to the rear wheels and a
horn mounted in front of the
radiator below the headlamp.

Daily Tribune says that Audineau was keen to establish a US
factory that would stock and finish French-built bodies-inwhite for Manhattan’s high-end automobile dealers.
Up to now the finished car has not been spotted in any
photo. It’s a fair guess that it might have looked similar to
what Walter C. Martin, the newly installed agent of RollsRoyce in the US, showed in his advert (that car is probably
60534, delivered to him in January, 1907). 10

1906 Rolls-Royce 30 hp 60528

The works demonstrator, 60528, a Roi-des-Belges by Barker,
was shown around by C.S. Rolls extensively in the US and
in Canada. 11 Apart from
demonstration runs performed
during the New York Automobile Exhibition Rolls took the
car with him to Toronto where
he signed a Canadian agent. 12
60528 featured a special
variant of gearbox providing
particularly smooth operation.
It differed from standard by a
taller radiator that was mounted
lower in the frame. This car
had been used quite successfully in the Scottish Trials by
This photo of 60528 is believed
to have been taken while C.S.
Rolls took it to Canada for
promotion.
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Claude Goodman Johnson
(the “hyphen” in RollsRoyce) and C.S. Rolls had
demonstrated its fine quality during a promotion tour
on the Cote d’Azure when
the Princess of Monaco and
Lady Mary Scott were given
a ride in 60528. 13 Rolls
had good reason, then, to
think 60528 would make
a favorable impression on
an American audience. To
protect the tufted leather
upholstery from inclement
winter weather a special
canvas tonneau to cover the
interior had been tailored.
11
That car was left with
Walter C. Martin, the company’s new agent in the US, when Rolls returned to England.
Factory records show it sold on 26 January 1907 to “Walter
C. Martin, New York, for Rolls-Royce Import Co. (c/o. S.M.
Motor Co., 1875 Broadway at 62nd Street, New York, USA).”
Martin with almost no delay sold the car, though the customer’s name is not known. There has been a suggestion it
might have been a certain Frederick G. Banine.

1906 Rolls-Royce 30 hp 60534

C.S. Rolls’ trip to the USA had been a success. He had
achieved fine publicity for the English car manufacturer
when it still was at an infant stage. He had installed agencies

12
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in two countries in North America. A clear view of the market had been obtained and indeed sales had been transacted. Promising chances for the marketing of Rolls-Royce
motorcars had been identified, and chances for sales of the
more powerful RollsRoyce 40/50 (later commonly to become known
as the Silver Ghost)
looked even brighter. No
wonder Rolls wired to
England in January 1907
an order for an additional
Rolls-Royce 30 hp to be
sent to the Walter C.
Martin agency. This was
the car from the 1906
Paris motor show, 60534,
a double landaulette by
Barker. 14
This
is
probably
the car Walter Martin
showed in the July 1907
ad in The Motor 10. The
incredible asking price of
$9,000 would look even
more painful only a few
years later: the car was
scrapped by 1909.
60528 before it was sent
to the US.

14
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So, a 30 hp was the first Rolls-Royce to be sold to an
American owner—and the first to be scrapped in America!

13

1906 Rolls-Royce
30 hp 60534, a
double landaulette
by Barker. The 6cylinder car had
been exhibited at
the Paris Salon in
December 1906
and immediately
afterwards was
sent to the US.
THE FLYING LADY
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from the

Archive

A Brief and Entirely
Random Snapshot of
the Life of

Silver Ghost
28EM
Tom King (NZ)

t

his snippet was sparked by the discovery of old photos in the possession of the R
 obotham family. The
name will—or certainly should—
ring a bell with anyone interested in RollsRoyce history: W.A. Robotham was in
charge of the Experimental Department
of Rolls-Royce, Ltd. and wrote the most
entertaining book Silver Ghosts and Silver
Dawn (Constable, 1970).
Before proceeding, ask yourself
how you would pronounce his surname? And no tricks, such as consulting the Almighty Interweb! Actually,
if you did do a search on his name, a
ubiquitous source comes up, Wikipedia,
with a redirect to “Rowbotham” (note
the extraneous “w”). Helpfully (?), the
entry explains:
Rowbotham is a surname. Etymologically it is roe–bottom, meaning a
depression in the ground (Old English bothm) inhabited by deer (roe). The
name originates from such a geographic
feature near Ashton-under-Lyne, England. Notable people with the surname
include . . . W.A. Rowbotham (Roy)
British engineer with Rolls-Royce,
designer of the Rolls-Royce Meteor
tank engine.
Poor Robotham would have a fit. Again. Already in his
aforementioned book he laments the peculiarities of the
English language, writing, “. . . the world in general has
decided that my name should be pronounced as if it was
spelt Rowbottom and I have been so unsuccessful in trying to convince anybody that it should be otherwise, that I
have virtually given up. The abbreviation Rm [used internally at Rolls-Royce], therefore, was indeed a godsend
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Madame Olga Cousiño
Lyon in a portrait by
Anglo-Hungarian portraitist Philip de Laszlo
(1869–1937)
in my particular case.” If
you think of the English
cricket player Ian Botham,
with “Row” as in “your
boat,” and a soft “th” sound,
you won’t be far from the
correct pronunciation of

Rm’s name.
Rm usually wore a camera
around his neck, and was a
keen photographer with his
Leica from 1923 until after
the Second World War. His
family has inherited his
photo albums, and in many
cases have the captions he
himself gave the photos,
and we are grateful to the Robotham family for permission
to publish his photographs. As usual, we have Tom Clarke to
thank for additional research.
One page of Rm’s first photograph album has the caption “The Rescue of Madame Cousiño Lyon,” with the five
pictures we show here. It seems that the lady had a mishap with her Silver Ghost, and it was taken to Rolls-Royce’s
French outpost at Chateauroux, where Rm photographed it.
13515

black leather in the front. Madame Cousiño
Lyon took delivery on 17 July 1924. Her
address was shown as the Grosvenor Hotel,
London, and also c/o the Chilean Legation
in London and Paris. The family had silver
mining and wine growing interests in Chile,
and their palace is listed among the current
tourist attractions of Santiago.
Olga Cousiño Lyon was born in 1894
and died young, of cancer, in 1934. She
married Armand Anne Henri Joseph de
Gontaut-Biron, Marquis de Saint-Blancard,
Marquis de Biron, and later Duc de Cas
tellara (1893–1970), in Paris in August
1916, and, after a brief honeymoon at Versailles, he rejoined his regiment. The marriage did not last, ending July 16, 1919, long
before she took delivery of 28EM using her
maiden name. In 1926, 28EM had front
wheel brakes fitted by Rolls-Royce at a cost
of £150, and by 1932 had passed through
the ownership of Capt. Sir G. Palmer,
Bart., Berkeley Square, London W1. As so
often with Silver Ghosts, 28EM was then
owned by a funeral company, in this case
Derby & District Funeral Co., Normanton
Road, Derby.

RM’s Recollection of Chateauroux

Chassis 28EM, an S series Silver Ghost, had a long
wheelbase, was fitted with engine S26, and completed tests
on 12 December 1923 for delivery “as early as possible.”
Unusually, its fittings, including mascot (at £4-4-0) were
finished in brass. It had a long list of extras, including a
dictograph and crests on the doors. The chassis was delivered to coachbuilder Hooper & Co on 28 February 1924,
to have a Salamanca Single Cabriolet body built, finished
in yellow with black mudguards and valances; the interior
had black mohair upholstery in the rear compartment, and
13516

“From the foregoing it will be appreciated
that no amount of experimental testing can
ensure 100 per cent satisfied owners, but
it does seem that the somewhat strenuous schedule adopted by Rolls-Royce, and
outlined hereafter, has enabled the RollsBentley to satisfy quite a number of people.
Since the days when the ‘Silver Ghost’ competed with success in the Alpine Trials in
1913, Rolls-Royce have favoured the Continent as a proving ground for their products.
It was not, however, until after the last war
that we set up a permanent establishment
in France from which to run continuous
experimental tests. Sending a car overseas
has one great advantage—it gets away from
the factory and calls a halt to the process of
fitting new and alleged “improved” pieces.
Apart from this, for fast road-work, poor
surfaces and mountaineering there is no
comparison between the terrain of the British Isles and that
of the Continent. It is necessary to supplement Continental testing with running under London traffic conditions,
as this throws a peculiar strain on the clutch and transmission and also emphasises over-oiling and overheating under
idling conditions. Such tests, therefore, are always included
in a standardisation schedule of mileage, which at the outbreak of war consisted of the following: 25,000 miles on the
Continent (including a comprehensive tour in the Alps) and
1,000 miles in London traffic.”
THE FLYING LADY
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1963 Silver Cloud LSCX401
John Robison (MA)

t

here’s a story behind every old car. You never know what
you’ll discover, particularly when you chase down an old
Rolls-Royce. Today we are accustomed to walking into
a dealership and buying a car, and anyone with money
can do it, in any big city. Fifty years ago, for foreign cars, things
were very different. Rolls-Royce only had a handful of dealers.
Most of their cars were built to order, and each was unique.
Outside of the car another huge difference was the absence of
financing. General Motors Acceptance was there for Cadillac
buyers, but Rolls-Royce purchasers paid a deposit when they
placed the order and the balance was due when the car left the
factory—all in cash.
That made the buyers of new Rolls-Royce and Bentley
cars a pretty special, select group. Everyone who bought
one was “somebody,” and every one of them had a story.
As do the cars . . . LSCX401 is a 1963 Silver Cloud saloon,
built to the US specification, and finished in Midnight Blue
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with Playne’s Grey cloth upholstery. Some people refer to
that as “West of England” cloth; whatever the name it was
a rare departure from the traditional leather. The standard
steel body had a roof aerial and power windows. The chassis
rolled on American Firestone whitewall tires. The trunk was
carpeted in grey Wilton to match the floor. Inside were six
pieces of fitted luggage, tan in color.
And then there was the man who placed the order. James
G. Carr was a lifelong resident of Wilmington, Delaware.
He was born in 1892 to Henry and Anna Carr; hardworking children of Irish immigrants. James was the fifth of
seven kids. His father Henry was 42 when James was born;
his mother was a bit younger. The elder Carr ran a rolling
machine in a local iron plant. When James was a few years
old his brother John joined his dad in the factory.
Young Jimmy Carr didn’t want to sweat his life away in
a mill. He found a job as an electrician’s assistant at the
THE FLYING LADY
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Pullman railroad car company, but
quickly realized trains were not his
thing. Then he got a chance to drive
a fire engine for the Washington Fire
Company, one of the oldest volunteer
brigades in the country. When World
War I broke out, his service in the fire
brigade and a history of chronic stomach trouble kept him out of the Army.
Instead he served as a temporary US
Marshall, rounding up others who
failed to register. He stuck with the
fire company and started driving as a
chauffeur.
By the time America entered the war
Carr was 25 years old and he’d been on
his own almost ten years. In that time
motorcars had displaced horses on the
streets of Wilmington. Stables made
way for garages, and it was there that
he found his calling. Carr began driving one of the new motorized cabs, and
soon moved into management. He was
quick to see the opportunities afforded
by the new technology.
As the war came to an end Carr
started I.X.L; one of the first motor
cab companies in Wilmington. In 1919
he became the first operator in Wil
mington to use a meter, and his new
business took off. By the fall of 1923
he merged with another cab company
to form 7700 Cab. They promptly
purchased seven new Buick sedans.
Business was brisk, and the demand
for luxury strong. They traded up to
Pierce-Arrow just three years later.
Carr’s Wilmington taxi of 1928 was
more like today’s limousine. Yet they
ran 24 hours a day, 7 days a week,
just like a modern cab. Carr also had
an interest in the destinations for his
cabs—restaurants and hotels. The
Wilmington News reported that he
took over the Grand Union hotel in
1925, and the Hotel Grande a few
years later. Luxury was his byword, in
hotels and in cars. In 1929 he merged
7700 Cab into Yellow Cab to form the
largest taxi operator in the city.
Carr was a sharp-dressing bachelor
who took his vacations out of town.
He liked casinos, shows, and warm
climates. The older he got, the farther afield he went. Carr started sailing to the Caribbean in the 1920s, and
he became a regular in the casinos
of Havana. In 1931, in the dark days
of the Great Depression, he took a
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first-class cabin on the famous liner Mauretania to France
and Africa. Back home the depression dragged on and the
Pierce-Arrow cabs were replaced by a more frugal Pontiac
fleet. They still did well enough to support his ocean cruises
right up to the eve of World War II.
When Pearl Harbor drew America into WWII Carr was
49; too old for the draft. He continued running the taxi company, and also took over the presidency of Terminal Company, the operation that managed the docks near the mouth
of the Delaware River. The terminal’s operations had been
brought to a virtual standstill when most of the longshoremen enlisted in the Army after the Pearl Harbor raid. Carr
got things running again, and kept the port open through
the war years.
In the summer of 1945, Carr married Antoinette Martin, a divorcee twenty-two years his junior, with three young
children. She joined him
on his cruises, traveling to Cuba for a late
honeymoon. They went
back again and again
until 1959 when Castro’s
troops took over their
favorite hotel. Carr told
the Wilmington newspaper the rebels were
friendly enough, but
that marked the end of
their Cuba visits.
In the summer of
1962 Carr turned 70.
That was when he decided to do something
special. By that time Carr had spent most of his adult life
around American-made cars, and he wanted a change. Cadillac and Lincoln still set the standard for luxury in America,
but Rolls-Royce of England stood on a pinnacle above.
He decided to order a Silver Cloud. There were closer
dealers, but he placed his order through Schaler and Waters
of Indianapolis. John Schaler was a flamboyant guy, a larger
than life personality recalled fifty years later by Greg Albers,
from the present-day Indianapolis Bentley dealership.
“My dad got his start there,” Greg remembered. “He
was running a gas station and Schaler was impressed at how
clean it was. He hired Dad, whose first action was to clean
up the dealership.” Hermann Albers was just 21 at the time.
“By the early 1960s Schaler was calling himself the biggest
Rolls-Royce dealer in the country, and that was probably
true. But he got into trouble. One day when Schaler was
out of town the bank people came in looking for cars in
the dealer inventory. Dad was the one who knew where
they were.”
Herman Albers knew the cars, all right, but they were
not what the bankers expected. The auditors discovered
Schaler had sold cars that were pledged as collateral, and
he’d financed others that were nowhere to be found. The
bank closed the dealership in May of 1963, making it the
first dealership in the history of Rolls-Royce to be forced
into bankruptcy. That opened the door for Herman Albers
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to pick up service, then sales. A year later he started Albers
Rolls-Royce, which became Bentley Zionsville. His sons
Mark and Greg run the business today.
Carr ordered his Rolls-Royce from John Schaler, but
Schaler sold his share of the business just two months later,
as the bank was closing in. His former partner Burt Riley
Waters completed the deal, but the vehicle never made it
to the Indy showroom. It was nearly Thanksgiving when
the Crewe works completed the car, and Carr asked RollsRoyce to hold it for pickup at Lillie Hall, their original London showroom. He had decided to go get it himself.
It’s not clear if Carr had an inkling of the trouble that
was brewing in Indianapolis. Most likely his decision to get
the car in England was just coincidence. Fifty-some years
later, we cannot know. If the car had been shipped to America it would have arrived when Schaler and Waters was closing down, and there’s no
telling whether the bank
would have released the
final payment. Carr might
have lost his deposit, and
this story might never
have been written . . .
But that didn’t happen. Everything worked
out. By 1963 Carr had
driven or managed taxicabs for 45 years and he
was ready for the next
step. He and his partners
exchanged the cab company for a pile of cash
on January 11, 1963. Mr.
and Mrs. Carr deposited their share of the proceeds and set
sail for France. A week and a half later Rolls-Royce sent the
car to Dover by train, where it was loaded on the ferry Maid
of Kent for the journey across the channel.
The car landed in Boulogne while the Carrs sailed to
Le Havre, a few hours to the south. After all those years in
cabs, the couple took a train to pick up the Rolls-Royce. The
factory had delivered the car with British plates, 887CGT,
and a 30-day insurance policy. The Carrs toured the continent and brought the car home on their return.
Most British cars made their way to America by cargo
ship. This one came home in the forward hold of a liner, in
an era when first class passengers shipped cars like luggage.
The cars were picked up by large cargo slings and swung
into the forward hold, where they were tied down for the
transatlantic crossing. After unloading on the pier in New
York, it was a short drive south to Wilmington and the car’s
new American home.
The Carr’s fortune was by that time associated with
beat-up taxis that pounded the gritty streets of America’s
cities. They were brightly colored, sharp-edged, and rough.
His Silver Cloud was in every way the opposite. Instead of
bright yellow, the Rolls-Royce was deep, rich blue. Where
the taxis had hard black vinyl his car had soft grey wool. As
a famous advertisement of the day claimed, “The loudest
sound inside is the ticking of the clock.”
THE FLYING LADY
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In 1963, American sedans had grown low and wide, with
sharp lines and vestigial fins. The Cloud’s style harked back
to an earlier era; tall and narrow, with corners rounded. It
was smooth and quiet. Rolls-Royce style was reminiscent
of brighter days before the war and the depression, when
Carr’s cabs were long, majestic Pierce-Arrows.
With the cab company and hotel interests sold, the Carrs
lived quietly for the next four years. He was appointed
chairman of the State Parks Commission in 1965 and served
until advancing Paget’s disease forced his retirement in early
1967. He died that winter. Mister James G. Carr had come
a long way from his start as young Jimmy, a self-educated
mill worker’s son.
A year and a half later his widow Antoinette sold the
Rolls-Royce to J. Stuart Warrington, a retired theater director. Warrington was originally from Montreal. He came to
America in the 1930s to work on
Broadway. He directed the North
Shore Players in Marblehead, MA
and the Hilltop Summer Theater
in Baltimore. In 1949 he became
the first professional director of the
Delray Beach Playhouse, which he
ran through 1962.
Warrington was still living in
Florida when he got the car, and
he did a bit of touring. The vehicle
was still in good shape, and Warrington improved it with the
addition of air conditioning. Air
conditioning was rare on British
luxury cars of 1963 but by 1970 it
was expected, particularly in the American South.
In 1971 Warrington returned to the Delray Beach Theater for two final seasons. He died in 1976, at which time the
Cloud went to Dr. S. Jeffrey Peters, a dentist half an hour
north in Lost Tree Village. Peters advertised the car for sale
in The Flying Lady in 1985, but didn’t find a buyer. In his ad
he noted the rare West of England interior, and a new Borla
stainless exhaust system. Ten years later Peters finally sold
the car to Richard Gorman. The car had 57,000 miles and
brought more than it had cost new, thirty-two years before.
By that time LSCX401 was showing its age, and Gorman
undertook a restoration. He owns Vantage Motor Works in
Florida, so he was well equipped to take on this project. His
shop is particularly renowned for paint and upholstery work
(he’s had winners at all the top shows in America), and he
has an encyclopedic knowledge of these cars. He changed
the interior to leather because the cloth was showing its age,
and he felt leather is what people expect in these cars. He
also went through the mechanical systems and stripped and
refinished the whole vehicle. By the time he sold the car it
was looking very fine.
The next owner was David Mountain of St. Mary’s,
Ontario. He bought the car in 1999 and registered it with
the RROC in 2003. He had the steering and transmission
rebuilt by Hyphen and did some other minor work. After a
dozen years of stewardship and 20,000 miles he offered the
car for sale in 2012. It went to Dave Ratner of Massachusetts,
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who still has custody of the car today. He brought it to the
2019 Annual Meet in Detroit for its first national showing,
and it won 2nd place in Touring.
The car remains surprisingly true to the builder’s specification. The motor has been rebuilt, but it’s the same one
the factory installed 56 years ago. These engines are old
enough that internal corrosion is becoming a problem, but
this one remains solid. The liners were pulled and bored for
new pistons. The overhaul took away decades of accumulated wear and restored the smoothness this car had back
in 1963.
The rest of the driveline has been serviced but the major
parts remain original. The body is undamaged and carries the same midnight blue colors. The paint has held up
well. The air conditioning has been updated and remains a
major improvement.
For those of you who wonder
where I get these stories. When I
begin to research the history of a
car, I generally have no idea what
I will find. My first stop is the
Rolls-Royce Foundation archive.
They sent me the old records for
this car, which included the original owner’s name and address,
and the name of the selling dealer.
In this particular case the
Foundation also had copies of
RROC Directories that listed
four owners, and there are Flying Lady ads where the car was
offered for sale three times. That was enough to get started.
Google is of limited value when searching “ordinary”
people so far in the past. A search for James Carr revealed
several young men of that name, but nothing about this car
or its owner. To find him, I turned to Newspapers.com, a
subscription service that allows me to access thousands of
old newspapers that have been scanned so they are rapidly
searchable. Searches on “James G Carr” + “Wilmington”
produced hundreds of hits including one newspaper notice
that made clear to me that the James Carr who appeared in
criminal court in 1923 was not the Carr in this story. One
newspaper clipping led to another and gradually a story
emerged. When conducting searches like this, researchers
must be mindful that there may be several people with the
same name, even in the same community. Anyone who has
done genealogical research knows that, and students of history know things are often not as they first appear, especially from a remove of 50+ years.
When I read that the car came from Indianapolis I called
Greg Albers and asked if he remembered anything about
the dealership that preceded Albers Rolls-Royce. He had
quite a few memories that led to another trove of articles.
Richard Gorman has a remarkable memory for every
Rolls-Royce he has owned. When I read that he’d owned
this car, I called him. It didn’t take more than a minute for
him to lay his hands on all the records, which filled in a few
more blanks in the story. That is how a history is unraveled.
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any of the early automobile bodies were made
by craftsmen who had started in the carriage
trade and transitioned. With the advent of
mass-produced automobiles, the horse-drawn
carriage disappeared and the coachbuilding firms that survived
had a prosperous future ahead of them. So good did the prospects look that newcomers were drawn into the business, and
one such was Freestone & Webb in England.
V.E. Freestone and A.J. Webb started the firm that bore
their names in 1923, though both did have extensive experience in the British and French coachbuilding industry
respectively. They were soon building bodies for Bentley
and Mercedes-Benz, and later for Rolls-Royce as well as
other marques. Like many coachbuilders, their craft concentrated around saloons and limousines, but they were

also known for innovative designs. At the 1935 Motor Show,
their coachwork on a Bentley caused a sensation and introduced “razor edge” elements, which were not possible on
pressed-steel mass production cars at the time. During
WWII the firm switched to the manufacture of specialized
components such as wing tips for the Spitfire aircraft.
After the war, demand for specialized/luxury automotive
coachbuilding was waning as even high-end automakers,
including Rolls-Royce, started to move towards offering complete automobiles. Freestone & Webb would not
survive. It continued to produce fine coachwork, but with
the death of A.J. Webb in 1955, the firm was taken over
by H.R. Owen Ltd. (the London Rolls-Royce dealer, part
of the Swain Group). Before its end, it made some brave
attempts to reignite the business with innovative designs.
The shining example of this was
the Rolls-Royce Silver Cloud
(SED179) exhibited at the 1957
Earls Court Show: design No.
3243/C, a one-off two-seater drophead coupé. The car featured tailfins of extraordinary proportions
for a Rolls-Royce (or any other
British car) and a fully mechanical
top that disappeared under a cover

1958 Rolls-Royce
Silver Cloud SGE270

2-Seater Concealed Hood Coupé by Freestone & Webb
Rubén L. Verdés (FL)
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Freestone & Webb’s promotional handout for the 2-Seater
Concealed Hood Coupé.

that melded with the fins, along with other luxurious features. It quickly became known as the
“Honeymoon Express” thanks to its two-seater
configuration and long trunk, able to take enough
luggage for a long honeymoon.
The Silver Cloud was the second model RollsRoyce would offer as a complete car (following the
Silver Dawn), with its standard saloon body made
so iconic with its exposure in film and advertising. The Silver Wraith, introduced just after the
war, remained available as chassis-only and was in
production until 1959. Although the Silver Cloud
was offered as a complete car with a standardized
body, customers who did want a coachbuilt version could
order just a chassis. That the 1957 Earls Court car was on a
Silver Cloud chassis is probably because that was the most
current model then in production.
The “Honeymoon Express” Silver Cloud did certainly
garner attention but it wasn’t enough to save Freestone &
Webb; only a year later they closed their doors. It should
be noted that the design did not have a name but only a
design number. In Freestone & Webb’s marketing material it was referred to as a
“2-Seater Sports Concealed
Hood Coupé.” There were
to be two more “Honeymoon
Express” models executed
to design 3242/C: a Bentley
(B377EK) and another Silver Cloud, the car presented
here (SGE270) which was the
last Rolls-Royce coachbuilt by
Freestone & Webb.
Factory
records
indicate SGE270 was ordered by
H.R. Owen Ltd. for Arnold
Moreton (the first Intendant
General of The Masonic and
Military Order of the Red
Cross of Constantine, Division
of North and East Lancashire)
and delivered in June, 1958.
Options included an outside
temperature thermometer and
Outside temperature gauge, and
below, an altimeter.
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What’s a
“Honeymoon
Express” without a cocktail
cabinet (tucked
in between the
seats and the
disappearing
top)?

Usually, a tachometer would be more expected
in a Bentley but here a Rolls-Royce has one.
13523

Courtesy The Rolls-Royce Foundation

Buildsheet for SGE270.

The interior features seats with two integrated armrests per seat.

Courtesy Davide Bassoli

an altimeter. The car was later sold to Charles Altman (NY)
in 1975, and Moreton died in 1982.
Charles and Alice Altman founded the Altman Lighting Company in 1953. The firm became well known for
supplying stage lighting for schools and small theaters.
The enterprise grew and became innovative, such that
their equipment was used in 1966 for a Rolling Stones

concert tour. Son R. Altman is now in charge of the
firm and recalls that his father spotted SGE270 in a
London garage in the mid-1970s and soon purchased
and imported the car to the United States (1975
RREC Bulletin No. 91 p. 35 notes Altman’s ownership, but with a typo on the chassis number).
Renowned Rolls-Royce collector and RROC member
Rick Carroll owned the other two “Honeymoon Express”
cars (Silver Cloud SED179 and Bentley B377EK) and was
planning their simultaneous restoration when he was killed
in a tragic driving accident in 1989. It is not clear if Carroll
ever tried to acquire SGE270, but no one collector has ever
owned all three cars. Alice
Altman died in 1990, and
Charles followed five years
later—but the car remained
in the family until it was sold
to Rolls-Royce dealer Michael
Schudroff (CT) in and around
the beginning of 2012.
The Altmans and Michael
Schudroff were old family friends and Schudroff
would help maintain the Altman’s cars. In fact, SGE270
was on display and stored

SGE270 as it appeared in the
1960s, photographed in London
while owned by Arnold Moreton.
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At the 2013 Pebble Beach Concours d’Elegance. Standing next to
the passenger side door is Richard
Charlesworth (then of Bentley
Motors) and Vantage Motor Works
president Richard Gorman.

in Schudroff’s collection for years. The car eventually was
offered for sale at RM Auctions’ May 2012 Monaco auction, but it did not sell. Less than a year later, collector Orin
Smith (FL) acquired the car through Vantage Motor Works
of North Miami (FL) and became its third owner.
The car had been complete and well sorted, but age had
taken a toll in various areas, particularly the chassis. Orin
Smith decided to completely restore the car and commissioned Vantage Motor Works to prepare it for its début at
the 2013 Pebble Beach Concours d’Elégance (see FL136, p. 11021). Thereafter, Smith entered the car in various
other concours, including Cavallino Classic Sports Sunday
and the Amelia Island Concours d’Elegance (see FL14-4,
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p. 11291 and 11294), the Boca Raton Concours d’Elegance
(see FL15-4, p. 11709), and the Concorso d’Eleganza
Villa d’Este (see FL16-5, p. 12143). Unfortunately, just
as Monterey week began in 2016, Orin Smith passed (see
FL18-6, p. 12976).
The last public appearance for SGE270 was at the 2017
RM Sotheby’s Amelia Island auction. The Orin Smith collection was so large—63 cars—that an extra day was added
to the auction and a stand-alone auction catalog was prepared (see FL17-4). The car sold for $1,347,500, a big number but on the low end of its rather extravagant $1.3–1.8
million estimate. The current whereabouts of SGE270
are unknown.
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The Silver Cloud, as did the Silver Wraith, featured
the last of the Rolls-Royce straight six engines.

At the 2014 Amelia Island Concours d’Elegance.

At the 2015 Boca
Raton Concours
d’Elegance.

The operation of the fully automatic disappearing top.
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Inspecting an SY
Series Car

TECHNICAL FEATURE

John Robison (MA)

In the RROC there is this piece of wisdom: Always have a car inspected carefully before you buy it. Obvious
enough—yet in the 30 years I’ve been here, I’ve yet to see a comprehensive guide for how to do an inspection.
At my company we’ve developed a narrative style of report that I feel is self-explanatory and applicable with
some modification to any Rolls-Royce or Bentley from the mid-1960s 1 through the early 2000s.

1 A nice chrome bumper
Shadow coupe.

i

n the following paragraphs I will present a sample report. I
encourage readers to look for these same points in their own
inspections.

Sample Rolls-Royce Inspection Report
For: Dr. James Young, 312 Porkchop Road, Smithfield, VA
Re: SRH24512, a 1976 Silver Shadow owned by Edward
Neeley, Pittsburgh, PA
I suggest listing where the vehicle was inspected, who did
the inspection, and the date and odometer reading. At our
shop, the next part is an overview of the vehicle, based on a
walk-around and a quick drive.
Overall first impression of car: This is an exceptionally
clean original-looking car that is a prior winner at RROC
events. Car was shown at RROC Seven Springs and at Asheville. Owner records show that this car has been in climatecontrolled storage for most of the last 4 years. Service records
show it’s been driven 266 miles in that period. Proper odometer operation has been verified.

2
Note the condition of wood, leather, and carpets in the interior.
no sun shrinkage on dash. The driver mat has the correct heel
pad and is not excessively worn. Both rear footrests are on
the floor. Car still has its original Blaupunkt radio and 8-track
tape player. Owner’s manual (w/ Blaupunkt booklet) package and sleeve are in glovebox, complete and in good shape.
Modern sheepskin overlays in good condition are in the car. 2
First look – under hood: Engine compartment is very clean
and looks largely unrestored 3. No signs of leakage or mess.
All emission equipment is present. Belts are Rolls-Royce
brand (older); they show no cracks and equipment runs quietly. Hoses look good, paint and finish look exceptional, all
decals and marks in place.
First look – trunk: Trunk is clean. Battery covers are all
in place, and the battery is free of corrosion or leakage, but
it is date-coded 2009 so due for replacement. 4 All original
tools are in place. A car cover and fire extinguisher are in
the trunk.

3
This engine bay is about as clean as anyone can hope for.
First look – exterior: Paint finish is very good. The car is
very clean outside with no large (¼ ding or 1 long scratch)
scratches, chips, dents, or dings. There are no stress cracks
visible around lights or roof pillars (very good). All trim looks
original and is in good shape without major scratches or damage. All glass is matching Triplex Syndym, probably original,
all in good condition. Rubber moldings are soft and free of
cracks or shrinkage. There is little evidence of damage from
sun exposure.
First look – interior: Overall this is an excellent stock and
original interior. There are no apparent alterations, and no
substandard repair or refinish work. Wood is very nice, starting to show age on door caps but there are no large cracks or
chips. The wood may have its original finish; if it was refinished it was an older factory quality job. Carpet and leather
appear to be original and exceptionally nice. There is virtually
13528
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We use a Fluke Scopemeter to check battery volts at rest, crank,
and run.
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First look – wheels and tires: This car has newly fitted
vintage Michelin XVS black wall tires, date-coded April 2017.
5 Tires are mounted on standard RR steel wheels. Wheels
and covers appear original and correct; they are the ’ 76 style
which was still used on some ’79 cars.

5

Reading date codes on tires. These Michelins look vintage but
were actually manufactured in week 5 of 2017.

The next part is
a more detailed
report on key
parts of the car.
Making sure all the
windows, locks, and
switches work.

6

Equipment Check

For non-functionality, damage, or inauthenticity
Exterior lights: Right rear side marker out. All other lights
are functional.
Wipers/washers: Working properly, but blades streak and
chatter. Car has original stainless blades (rare).
Horn: Works properly and has correct tone.
Door locks: Doors, glove box, and trunk locks work properly
with keys. Locks turn smoothly. Power lock buttons in car
cycle the locks as they should.
Windows: Working properly from all switches. Passenger
window is slow but other window speeds are average for
these cars. No chatter or binding. 6
Hood/trunk releases: Latches and release are working
properly, both the under hood and trunk lights work.
Convertible top: Not applicable.
Notes:
• The original AM/FM radio and antenna work. There was
no tape to test the 8 track.
• All seat functions work, seats are slow, switch contacts
may benefit from cleaning.
• All switches, lamps, gauges work, including fuel door.

Hydraulic/Brake Check
Warning lamp check: Passed. Low
fluid and pressure warning lights
come on 7 when cranking and go out
when started. On cold start the brake
pressure lights went out in 9 seconds,
a good reading.
Fluid level/condition: Full and
fresh. Record shows fresh fluid
installed June 2019. Owner’s service
invoice shows RR363 fluid was used.
A check with the OTC brake fluid
7
quality tester shows boiling point
The first step in checking brake pressure
8
meets DOT5, which is also very good
lights is verifying operation on start-up.
and consistent with fresh RR363.
The stress marks on this tire are a telltale for
Slow pedal pump test showed 50
brake caliper leakage.
pumps on circuit 1, 45 on circuit 2. Service is recommended
when reserve drops to 25 pumps, so that is very good.
Brake hoses updated (yes/no): Yes. Owner’s record shows
hoses replaced in 2012.
Brake calipers free of leaks/rust? Yes. 8
Brake pad and rotors condition: 80% pad remains in
front, 90% pad remains in rear (replacement limit is 50%).
Rotors are good, with thickness in spec and no heavy rust or
damage. 9
Parking brake condition: Brake pads ok, mechanism not
corroded, system works smoothly. Cables are good.
Parking brake operation: Works properly, holds at 1000
Comparison of new vs. worn out brake pads.
rpm in drive to meet MA inspection standard.
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Paint

10
Sometimes an engine rap is nothing, other times it’s a broken
piston and a $30K rebuild.

Engine Compartment Check

Engine: Starts/runs smoothly 10. Choke and fast idle worked
and it steps down from fast idle as it should. Engine did not
skip or run roughly. There were no unusual noises or smoke.
Oil pressure: Light worked and went out promptly on start.
Charge light: Worked and went out on start.
Battery: Meter test showed 12v resting, dropped to 8v on
crank (weak – 10v is low limit). Charge is 14.2v (normal,
good). Battery date code 2009.
Fluid levels: Oil is full and looks fresh; coolant level is full
and looks fresh; transmission fluid is full and looks fresh;
power steering fluid level is full, looks OK. Coolant shows
-33° freeze point indicating roughly 50% concentration (good
reading).

Serial Numbers

It’s important to at least check the serial numbers under the
hood, in the door jamb (newer cars) and under the windshield (newer cars). 11 On a high-value car it will be prudent
to check other hidden numbers and even request the build
records for comparison. At that point the inspection may
become an authentication.
Serial numbers: tags are present; frame stamp matches;
engine shows body number in block, front of driver side head.

11

If paint examination is on your agenda, I suggest acquiring an
electronic paint thickness gauge that will work on steel and
aluminum panels. 12 We use the Elcometer 311, which is
about $600. We inspect finish texture and color under indoor
shop lights as that’s the best way to see shade differences.
Paint examination:
Paint has good gloss,
little orange peel, and
is consistent in quality
all around car. Color is
even everywhere with
the exception of the
trunk, which shows
a slight shade difference under inspection
lights. Paint thickness readings show
most or all of the car
12
has been repainted,
Using a paint thickness gauge.
and several panels
have 3 coats. While
originality is desirable, on a 40-year-old car, repainted panels
are the rule not the exception.

Climate Control

Climate control systems are often problematic on older cars.
It’s important to test all the functions which may require
some creativity on the inspector’s part.
Climate Control: We started the car in a 70 degree garage,
where the AC compressor started and the system cooled
when set to full cold. Pulling into yard (47 degrees) system
swung to heat. System changed modes on command during
5-mile road test.
• Defrost mode and fascia vents worked. 13
• AC compressor was silent. Based on the markings, compressor may be original. System was converted to 134.
• AC pipes get hot/cold when running (feels normal).
• No signs of leakage or damage; hoses may all be original.

Always check
the serial
number
plates.

13
Check all climate control functions.
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Suspension

When looking at the suspension your first
questions are whether there is accident or rust
damage. Next look for sagging springs, worn
bushings, worn ball joints or steering links, and
leaking shocks and level components. 14–17
Suspension: Measured front/rear standing
heights from lower rocker molding to ground.
14/14 inches front/rear left side, 13.75/14.2
14
inches right. Height is within range, no sag.
This ball joint was ready to fail, and has
• There are no signs of accident damage.
15
been removed from the car.
• No leaks from
A
failing ball joint and aged brake
shocks or suspenhoses
on a Corniche.
sion valves. Front
shocks new, rear
shocks look good.
• Boots are in place
on all joints, and
joints feel tight on
inspection.
• Note worn/deteriorating bushings
16
17
– none seen on
Sometimes split boots on ball joints can be
A split boot and drips means it’s time for a steering
undercar inspechard to spot.
rack rebuild.
tion. No suggestive rattles or
clunks heard on road test. Front shock bushes look new
• Note worn/damaged joints – none seen, suspension tight
and are properly centered.
and will pass MA safety inspection.
• Note steering box feel/leaks – steering feels correct for
year and model. Rack is not leaking.

Under Car

Leaks: Transmission, steering, hydraulics, and rear end
are dry. Minor engine oil leaks
from front seal/crank pulley
and at rear of engine. Neither
warrant repair, neither likely to
cause larger failure. Typical of
this vintage RR engine: crank
ends never 100% dry. 18
• Condition of belts/hoses is
good; most engine hoses
look original.
• Car has original Detroit
drive axles; boots in good
shape and joints were ok.
• Exhaust is original in front,
near-new genuine mufflers
in back. Leak free at this
time.
• Overall appearance is very
clean, estimate 95% for
concours.
• No sign of rust, corrosion,
or accident damage.
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a

b

We always verify odometer and speedometer
accuracy.

19

Road Test

Service Records

• Bushings feel good, no clunks when rolling over bumps.
• Road test did not reveal any excess wind noise.
• Vehicle steers straight, no pulls to either side while
driving.
• Brakes are working well; smooth and quiet; car stops
straight.
• Acceleration, handling, and shift behavior is normal for
this model.

A careful inspector will look at service records and note
whether the car received comprehensive care or just the
basics, and note recent service intervals for key items.
Our subject car has an extensive file of work orders covering the period from April 2013 to June 2019. In that time
all regular maintenance plus a considerable amount of general repair and improvement were done. Paint defects on one
side were corrected and the car was waxed spring and fall.

One important but oft-overlooked item is the speedometer/
odometer. 19a,b For this test we run the car over a 5-mile
stretch of divided highway where we can compare the mile
markers to the odometer, and we can use an app like Waze to
compare GPS speed to indicated speed. You’d be surprised
how often you find an intermittent or non-functional odometer, to the seller’s surprise. 20a,b
• Drove car 5 miles per markers and noted odometer reading: match (odometer is correct).
• Ran car at 60 mph and noted true speed: 60 on speedo is
56 on GPS (within design range).

Date and miles for:
Engine oil: at 64,360 on Nov 9, 2017 at Robison Service
Hydraulic fluid: at 64,440 on Sept 6, 2019 at Robison
Service
Hydraulic service: at 64,206 on Jan 15, 2016 at Robison
Service
Transmission service: at 63,102 on April 5, 2014 at
Bentley Kinkade
Rear axle service: at 63,102 on April 5, 2014 at Bentley
Kinkade		
Fuel filter: no replacement listed
Battery replacement: 2009 per NAPA date code
Date/miles of first record in file: 64,191 on Dec 24, 2015
at Robison Service

a

b

20
These photos show a Rolls-Royce speedometer pulled from the car.
The broken odometer mechanism is more common that you’d think.
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Overall Service Observations

This car shows evidence of good maintenance over the long
term. Replacement exhaust and belts (for example) are genuine parts. Vehicle has new Michelin tires of the original size
and rating. Engine tuned w/ new plugs in July 2019. Recent
front and rear springs, new shock bushings, new Bilstein
front shocks, rebuilt hydraulic pumps and valves, repaired
some oil leaks, replaced rear axle seals, replaced aged
hoses. Refinished cracked paint on right rear door and side,
BASF Glasurit.
Transmission and rear axle both show evidence of service
in recent past. Underside is exceptionally clean, as is the
engine compartment.

Chassis measurements are best illustrated with photos showing measurement points.
When we do these inspections we generally take 25–50
photos of the car, showing both the overall vehicle and details
we point out in the report. A narrative report backed up with
photos is very powerful, particularly when all the issues called
out can be seen in images.
We do not usually estimate costs to repair problems we
find except in the most general sense. Remember that labor
rates vary widely across the country, and parts costs can be
equally variable though it’s usually true that you get what you
pay for.
Finally, inspections sometimes reveal service problems
that merit further diagnosis. This is particularly true on a
higher-value car. Consent must be obtained from the seller
before taking anything apart if there is a risk it won’t go back
together. Inspectors must always be mindful of that risk.
Thanks to Jay Abend, Ernie Boch Jr, Jay Miller, John Rando, and Dave Ratner for
entrusting us with the fine cars shown in these images.

Bill Wolf

In addition to the checks above, a careful buyer might ask
for additional measurements. The most common are cranking compression, cylinder leakdown, and paint thickness.
An inspector may also be asked to make front to rear and
diagonal measurements of the chassis to verify the structure
is straight.
Optional mechanical inspections might include a compression test (in cylinder order: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8, a cylinder
leakdown test (same order), and paint gauge measurements
by panel: LFF LFD LRD LRQ RFF RFD RR
D RRQ HOOD TRUNK ROOF. If a car has uneven
paint thickness, photos of the affected areas may be called for.

Chassis Dimensional
Measurements

If you even
take the time
to inspect this car
there’s something wrong
with you! SRC19629 has
been sitting in this spot along
Rte 22 for ten years waiting for
better days.
May / June 2020
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Troubles with Tires
John Elder Robison (MA)

f

or over 100 years, Rolls-Royce and Bentley motorcars
have transported discerning owners and their guests in
all kinds of weather. For those of us in northern climes,
that can mean slush and snow. Those of us with collectible models don’t generally drive them in such conditions, but
newer models like the Wraith or the Flying Spur are marketed
as all-season cars, some with the benefit of all wheel drive.
Some owners are discovering an unexpected limit—the
tires. Rolls-Royce and Bentley motorcars have gotten faster
every year, starting with the arrival of the Seraph and Arnage
in 1999. The fastest of today’s models have the potential
to top 200 mph. That places unprecedented demands
on tire makers.
Z+ tires like the Pirelli P Zero Rosso carry today’s supercars at tremendous speeds, and deliver exceptional handling
and braking in the heat of summer. However, that hyper summer performance comes at a cost: the tires are not just poor
in winter, they can be downright unsafe. The rubber used in
these tires becomes brittle in cold weather, to the point that a
P Zero Rosso cooled to zero degrees won’t bounce if dropped
on the ground. Instead, it will crack as shown on the next page.
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In an August 2016 bulletin (13-03-10-001D) filed with
the NHTSA, GM advises these tires not be used when
temperatures approach freezing, and they advise tires with
cracks be discarded. It does not take much to crack these
tires on a cold day, and the cracking may be insidious, as
it can happen on inside edges where you can’t easily see.
The tires may look new from the outside, while being badly
cracked on the inside.
There’s a more insidious problem that appears before the
cracking, and it’s not limited to the Pirelli tires. Many hyperperformance tires use rubber compounds that trade high
temperature handling for cold weather performance. With
such tires you can steer into a wet corner on a 40-degree
(Fahrenheit) road and find your car cornering like it’s
on ice.
Some of these tires are so sticky in summer that the
cars pull over 1G on the skid pad. That makes it hard to
believe how easily they break loose on a cold road surface.
But that is the fact. This is what GM says in their bulletin:
“Special tread and compounds used on these performance
tires will cause a decrease in performance in cold climates.
THE FLYING LADY
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Driving with high performance summer tires
on snow, ice or cold road surfaces may cause
loss of control.”
Bentley and Rolls-Royce both use these
tires on their fastest models, and the situation
described here applies to many late-model cars
on the road. General Motors uses these tires
on a range of cars from Corvettes to Cadillacs,
as does Chrysler. This is an industry issue that
is not limited to any one brand; it is a consequence of increased top speed pushing tire
technology to the limits.
If you own a car that uses these tires and
you want to drive it in winter, you should buy a
set of snow or all-season tires that will be safe
on cold roads. All-season or winter tires will
not be safe at the performance limits of the car,
so you will be restricted in how you can drive
during the coldest part of the year.
That said, for most people, at speeds that
are legal in the United States and Canada, the
all-season tires will be fine. You may need different rims to fit all-season tires, and there are
some models where there are no all-season tires
currently available. Today, the only answer for
those cars is to limit use to warm weather.
The situation described here applies to
many current Rolls-Royce and Bentley models, and even to a few older cars like the 2001
Arnage Le Mans pictured below. The RollsRoyce version of this car, the Silver Seraph,
used different tires that did not have this cold
weather limitation.
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BAZAAR 
TO SUBMIT AN AD:
Email to:
edilger@rroc.org
Fax to:
RROC Headquarters at
717-697-7820
or Mail to:
Rolls-Royce Owners’ Club,
191 Hempt Road,
Mechanicsburg, PA 17050
Rates:
For Non-Members AND/OR Commercial
classified ads are $1/word PLUS $50 per photo
sent electronically to HQ, b/w or color. Members
pay $25 per electronically submitted b/w or color
digital photo; text (up to 100 words) is free. There
is an additional $25 scanning charge for each
photo print submitted by mail by Members, NonMembers, and Commercial.
11/1

1/2

Deadlines:
3/1
5/1

7/1

9/1

CARS FOR SALE
SPRINGFIELD PHANTOM I (S67PM) 1927
Merrimac
Piccadilly.
Chrome wire wheels; w/
US Title; first class condition; one owner: F.
Rider Hollywood; shipping to USA about 3
weeks. $285,000. Matti
Schumacher Switzerland 0041 44 7640909 or email: Matti.schu
macher@sunrise.ch
PHANTOM II (19TA) 1935
Park Ward touring limousine.
This 7-seater limousine was
featured in UK films, weddings and USA weddings
since coming here; swept-tail
limousine has tan leather in
front and West of England
cloth in rear w/ twin occasional seats and glass divider;
unique feature is its RollsRoyce B60 engine, which is
more economical, allows 60 mph cruising; more robust than the original Phantom II engine; a strong spacious limousine ideal for wedding
or film work, or just plain driving and trouble-free touring; contact for
more pictures and information:. Asking $51,900 obo Garlan Hoskin
NH 603-717-2334 or email: heyhoskin@gmail.com

Advertisers assume all liability for the content of
their advertisements. The RROC, publisher of The
Flying Lady, is not responsible for any omissions,
erroneous, false and/or misleading statements of
its advertisers.
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20/25 (GTK37) 1936
Park Ward special sports
saloon. Swept tail, body
#13020M/Park
Ward
#4177; new paint and
body work, engine restored, radiator excellent
w/
functional
louvers, chrome excellent or replated, all new
wiring, electricals rebuilt; regulator, fuse
box, generator; starter,
wiper motor, trafficators, etc.; water and oil pumps rebuilt, new clutch
and brakes, wire wheels by Dayton; interior wood either restored or
in excellent condition, new soft exterior roof and headliner; all new
Connolly leather and Wilton carpets (see front cover FL96-1). $60,000
obo. Tom Foster MT 406-452-9816 or email: stfoster@bresnan.net
PHANTOM III (3AZ174)
1936 Freestone & Web
drophead coupé. RHD;
gun metal grey over black
w/ black top; wood refinished, new carpet, top;
redetailed engine, undercarriage and leather; garage
kept;
Marchal
headlights; blue glass visor,
luggage rack; complete
tool set, rear mounted
spare. $980,000 Richard McIninch VA 434-361-2568 or email:
olcarfn@aol.com for more information
WRAITH (WMB76) 1939 H. J. Mulliner limousine. Restoration required of body; basic body and doors are solid, wings removed for
restoration; majority of the paint has been removed; interior has been
removed and requires full restoration; woodwork has been refinished;
trim and chrome in excellent condition; engine has been rebuilt and
ready for refitting; excellent example of a prewar Wraith w/ great
potential. $29,900 CDN Contact John for Daphne Austin Ontario
CANADA email: jdaustin44@gmail.com

THE FLYING LADY
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SILVER WRAITH (WCB54)
1948 Hooper touring limousine. Oxford Blue and Shell
Grey w/ light blue interior; one
of 69 built, and 3 assembled in
this specification; leather interior; full $10,000 service performed less than 100 mi. ago
by marque specialist. $46,900
Daniel Schmitt & Co. St.
Louis, MO 314-291-7000 or email: info@schmitt.com
SILVER WRAITH (FLW82)
1957 James Young limousine.
Earl’s Court show car; WRM31
was the design precursor to
James Young’s elegant classic
iterance’s, SCT100 and Phantom V swansong accomplishments; exterior paint, some
partial interior hides and
woods will benefit from attention coachwork and mechanicals functionally original; last of the dynasty unique features include
factory power steering, high compression Silver Cloud engine, hydromatic, thermostatic grill vanes, standup Spirit of Ecstasy mascot, division
w/ bar, occasional tables, vanity lighting, cleverly integrated folding jump
seats and operative original radio; truly an aficionado delight and ultimate astute appreciating investment. Offered at $34,995. Santos
Guerra CA 805-320-0158 or email: rollsbentleyparts@verizon.net

D
L
O
S

SILVER DAWN (LSNF
11) 1954 saloon. LHD;
magnificent Masons Black
finish w/ maroon interior
in great condition; major
systems refurbished over
the years make this car a
dependable driver; refurbished items include
transmission, brakes, water pump, electronic ignition, dynamo, and
motor mounts to name a few; Big Bore / Big Boot 6-cylinder, 4.5L
engine w/ automatic transmission and sunroof accounts for this vehicle’s
rarity; only 761 produced in Crew, England; solid body w/ new radial
tires. Offered at $63,500 obo. Dennis
Phillips
CA
916-919-3144 or heave_to@yahoo.com for more info
SILVER CLOUD I (LSM
H195) 1959 H.J. Mulliner
drophead coupé. Sand
Acrylic w/ tan Connolly
leather Interior; no-expense-spared restoration
completed by Concours
winning marque specialist
Vantage Motorworks; over
$336,000 invested. $595,900 Daniel Schmitt & Co. St. Louis, MO
314-291-7000 or email: info@schmitt.com
SILVER CLOUD II
(LSRA273) 1960 saloon.
LHD; Beverly Hills, CA
automobile; no rust ever
w/ good mechanicals,
quiet engine and factory
rear boot a/c; best of
both worlds featuring
the last of the two headlamp tall grille and quintessential Cloud styling w/ powerful nimble V8
road ability; driver level in presentable overall condition; enjoy now or
May / June 2020
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upgrade later at your leisure; any well done attentions will always
make your investment appreciate even more. Affordably offered at
$54,995 Santos Guerra CA 805-320-0158 or email: rollsbentleyparts@
verizon.net
SILVER CLOUD II (SWC330) 1960 saloon. RHD; black over silver;
grey interior; garage kept. $30,000. Tom Accamando Pittsburgh, PA
412-925-6560
SILVER CLOUD III (LSG
T531) 1964 H.J. Mulliner
drophead coupé. Beautiful
dark claret paint, spectacular cream leather interior
and beautiful wood; full
brakes just redone and rebuilt transmission; ice cold
upgraded a/c; car looks runs
and drives excellent; convertible conversion; extremely well-constructed based on original design
guidelines; have owned for several years. Asking $238,000. Hiram
Bond CA 310-489-6696 or email: hiram.bond@yahoo.com
SILVER SHADOW (SRX9558)
1971 saloon. Wanna tinker? Contact me for full details and photos.
$9,558 Karen Stix MO 573-2684106 or email: kstixo@gmail.com

CORNICHE (DAD-07051) 1983 Mulliner, Park Ward drophead coupé.
Finished in black w/ magnolia leather interior w/ black piped trim;
all original, rust-free Arizona car; never driven in any bad weather all
its life; has option Rolls-Royce chrome wheels; photos upon request;
48,000 mi. Asking $49,500 or BRO. Evan Kempton MA 508-429-1649
or email: evan@clenet.org
SILVER SPUR (NAE08703) 1984 lwb saloon.
Royal Blue w/ tan
leather; original owner’s
manuals, tool kit, jack;
clean car fax; service history; beautiful example
in very nice condition w/
low mileage; 34,000 mi.
$19,500. Peter Sweeney New Milford CT 203-770-8062 or email:
forzamot@aol.com
SILVER SPUR III (NAR54132) 1994 lwb saloon. Finished in Diamond Blue
Silver, Silverstone hides and
blue piping; every power option; beautiful Burr Walnut
w/ inlays, Euro headlamps,
leather headliner, am/fm/cd;
dvd player w/ 2 rear screens;
picnic tables, footrests, mouton overlays, service history, books, tools; excellent throughout; 40,000
orig. mi. Ask $31,950 Norm Cohen classicinvestments, Marietta, GA
770-883-9115
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FLYING SPUR (GAS55606) 1995 lwb saloon.
This Flying Spur is a big
level above the Silver
Spur with its most
important distinction
having the turbo engine;
it also has sportier
suspension, nicer inte
rior coachwork; a limited edition of 50 is stated on the dashboard; they
are worth about 50% more than a comparable Silver Spur; all services
done; everything works; car has all its papers from new; has been
serviced properly all of its life; is completely original; car won 3rd place
at the 2016 RROC National Meet; undoubtedly the best of the series
in the country. 23,700 mi. $48,500 David Langone MA 413-427-4905
SILVER SPUR (NAV-59699)
1997 lwb saloon. Black
sapphire;
grey
leather
interior w/ dark blue piping;
all leather headliner; new
tires; rebuilt power steering
rack, new front disc brake
rotors;
new
brake
accumulator valves and
spheres;
maintenance
records for past 12 yrs.;
original owner’s manuals and tools; smooth and very quiet ride; beautiful
automobile; 65,000 mi. $29,500. Eddie Hall Huntsville, AL 256-3847986 or email eddiehall1403@comcast.net

BENTLEY 4¼ LITRE
(B163GP) 1936 Hooper
saloon. Excellent condition; toured approximately 4,000 miles since
my purchase in 2013;
sent to England for noexpense-spared restoration by previous owner; engine rebuild, coachwork repaired, rewired, sunroof restored, new interior, new paint
replicating original color break; rare American Bosch radio specified
in build sheets; see Ellman-Brown p. 161; new tires, correct new fuel
pump, parts, spares, books, etc.; restoration photos available. $85,000
Anthony Caffo Ciaffoni Washington, DC 202-664-3445
BENTLEY 4¼ LITRE
(B30HK) 1936 Park
Ward drophead coupé.
Gladys has toured with
me for twenty years over
many thousands of miles
in grand fashion; she is
still smooth at 70 mph;
has won many, many
RROC awards; I have
carefully rebuilt most
everything using Fiennes parts from engine to 42 Bijur feeds to differential gears which give 12% more output; more pictures and details
of awards and rebuild are available. Fairly priced at $200,000 Rick
Barrett MI email: rickbarrett13@gmail.com
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MARK VI (B50BH) 1947 saloon. RHD; solid overall; running and
driving Bentley w/ older paint; requires minor bodywork; a bit of rust
evident and minor paint bubbling; could use interior restoration; interior is complete but the leather is cracked and should be recovered; car
was last restored in 1982. $19,900 CDN. Contact John for Daphne
Austin Ontario CANADA email: jdaustin44@gmail.com
BENTLEY R TYPE (B
451SP) 1953 saloon w/
division. Division glass
and bench front seat
(1 of 3); all car’s tools
plus walnut-cased touring kit; 50-year library,
records, memorabilia,
badges and trophies;
enormous amount of
tools, fixtures, machines and devices for making, repairing and testing
parts; approximately 1,500 pounds of parts: engines, gearbox, starters,
generators, sheet metal, hundreds of small parts. $50,000. M. Wayne
Stanton AL 205-737-7175 or email: wstanrrb@aol.com
BENTLEY S1 (B622EG)
1957 saloon. RHD; very
long-term
California
“black plate” no-rust car
in very usable order
throughout.; rejoice 6
cylinder lovers in this
easy to maintain example’s desirable options
including state of the art
high compression w/ the big SU carburetion and effortless power steering as well! In the future some beneficial interior attention will only
enhance its appreciation; a modest acquisition outlay for a classic Bentley that’s ready to drive and enjoy now means that you’ve already won
the game. $18,500 Santos Guerra CA 805-320-0158 or email:
rollsbentleyparts@verizon.net
BENTLEY S2 (B446LBS)
1960 saloon. Champagne w/
tan interior, cherry piping
and carpets; received 3rd
place Touring at 2003 National Meet & Shamrock
Postwar, most improved,
2005; See FL7928, a/c upgraded for FL weather,
wood restored and steering
wheel by William Rau, CA; newer interior in excellent condition; recently completed over-hauls including: brakes/fluids, a/c, carbs, battery,
radiator, p/s hoses, fuel pumps, shocks, springs, leather spring gators,
all fittings greased, topped off shocks and rear end, good WW radial
tires, all tools, jack, and emergency light; valves and lifters (2008);
extensive restoration/service history going back to 1996; offered
for $74,500. Stuart Clifford Sarasota, FL 941-210-3499 or email
SClifford@comcast.net
BENTLEY S3 (B264LEC)
1964 saloon. Black exterior
w/ beige interior original;
received 2nd place in
National Touring in 2018;
new tires in 2018; a/c, pwr
windows, vanity cabinet
behind front seat and auxiliary fuel tank w/original
tool kit; large service history on vehicle as far back as 1976; have build
card and manual. 63,500 orig. mi. $75,000. Karl Bittner Victoria, BC
250-415-3701 or email: karlbittner@shaw.ca
THE FLYING LADY
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BENTLEY S3 (B8HN)
1965 saloon. RHD; have
owned this Bentley for 27
years; have service records
from 1978 to present; excellent driver; has won 1st
Place Touring RROC; was
on the Flying Lady Cover
Nov/Dec 2010; new a/c
and heat, headliner, carpet, rear springs, alternator, solid state distributor and fuel pump, electric cooling fan, radio w/
cd-USB; spin on oil filter, factory build sheets, original Owner’s Manual, and Coker WWW 820x15 Radials; serviced by factory trained mechanic who may be contacted; many more details for interested party;
car located in Palm Bay, Florida. $34,000 Brian Leimbach FL Contact Helene 202-330-9681
BENTLEY CONTINEN
TAL R (BBN-42019)
1992 coupé. White w/
magnolia hide; tools,
original manual, build
sheets, new sheepskin
rugs; one owner, 19th car
built; original Monaco
delivery, imported to the
USA this past summer;
car is nearly perfect and
has no excuses; car is in Florida, has been serviced and is a dream to
drive. $60,000 Christopher Nicotra FL 203-996-0651 or email:
apollorealesstatellc@gmail.com

BENTLEY CONTINENTAL GT (CR525192) 2005 coupé.
Beluga black, no swirls,
w/ saddle interior; near
perfect; all front grilles
are chrome w/ the
“Flying B” ornament;
daytime “LED” run
ning lights, back-up
camera installed, spin
ning “B” wheel caps,
door light, Bentley symbol etc; 27,000 mi. $59,000 obo Robert Wolbert
NJ 856-264-3594 or H 856-845-5144
BENTLEY MULSANNE
(BBD-18189) 2013 saloon.
Glacier white (solid) exterior w/ a Linen/Anthracite
interior; original list of
$374,000 with just about every option including Niam
Audio, Refrigerated champagne cooler w/ crystal
flutes, rear seat entertainment, Mulliner driving
specs, Premier specs, Wifi hotspot, and of course two umbrellas; original books/records; last service in November 2019 at Bentley Scottsdale;
car is in impeccable condition; 14,700 mi. $140,000 obo Brian M.
Cardno Tucson AZ 520-299-3802 or email: hotscot@comcast.net
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Earl F. “Butch” Murphy Jr.
&
Earl F. “Butch Jr.” Murphy III

Service, Repair and Mechanical Restorations
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CARS WANTED
Pre- and postwar Rolls-Royce and Bentley cars wanted in any condition or price. Will travel anywhere. Glyn Morris Tel. 847-274-5874
or email: glyn@belmontgroup.net.
Wanted: Pre and Post War Rolls-Royce and Bentley Motor Cars. Prefer
Good, Original or Restored Cars but will consider any. Please contact
Mark Hyman 314-524-6000 or email: mark@hymanltd.com.
WANTED: 1981-1989 CORNICHE drophead coupé; red w/ dark tan,
red or black interior; must need new engine, or serious work or replacement. Fran Doyle Gig Harbor, WA 253-851-3726 leave message
WANTED: Rolls-Royce and Bentley in any condition! Dead or Alive
from Rust Bucket to Perfect! Everything considered! Top dollar paid!
Please call Alex Manos CA 877-912-0007 or email: continental5000@
gmail.com
WANTED: Rolls-Royce: SILVER SHADOW II or SILVER WRAITH
w/ rubber bumpers and good, original condition and original paint. No
fixer uppers; factory two-tone preferable, but not necessary. Contact Al
Ruozzi PA 610-398-9700 or email: al@rbcarcollection.com
Wanted Rolls-Royce and Bentley - Silver Ghost, 20-25, 25-30, Wraith,
Silver Wraith, Phantom I, II, III, IV, V and VI, Cloud I, II, III and
any Rolls-Royce and Bentley from 1900 to 2003 in any condition. Top
Price Paid. Please call NY 800-452-9910 or email: PeterKumar@Gull
wingMotorCars.com

PARTS FOR SALE
The Vintage Garage has been the name in engine rebuilding, mechanical restorations and service for decades. Now at our new facility in Vermont and ready to assist you with your Rolls-Royce
or Bentley project. Contact Bill Cooke and Pierce Reid for restoration, parts and rapid turnaround component rebuilding at
The Vintage Garage 802-253-9256 or rpreid@pshift.com Visit us
online www.vintagegaragevt.com
Rolls-Royce and Bentley PARTS: - Highest quality of parts; reconditioned, used, or new - guaranteed bargain prices. We are Rolls-Royce
and Bentley SPECIALISTS for over 35 years; a full service facility
- from minor service to major overhauls; complete body work, paint,
restoration, wood refinishing and trim work. Prestigious Euro Cars
Please call Bob at 954-779-1000 for any questions that you may have
for your needs, or email: prestijious@aol.com; visit our web site at www.
prestigiouseurocars.com. 1420 N.W. 23 Ave., Fort Lauderdale FL 33311
SNAP-ON WHITWORTH TOOLS: 3 sets wrenches 1BA to 7/16 + one
½, as new; 2 sets of Snap-on Whitworth sockets in original cases, 1
BA to ½ size, as new. $500 for all including shipping. Jack Scheve
FL 954-235-2920 or email: schevejack@gmail.com
SHEEPSKIN RUG OVERLAYS custom made by Easirider in
England for all models RR/B and other vehicles. Comprehensive color
selection, best quality in the world. Contact American distributor Phil
Brooks, Kexby Limited Company 102 Carnoustie, Williamsburg,
VA 23188. Phone 757-258-8550, mobile 703-975-6511, or email:
kexbyphil@gmail.com.

PARTS WANTED
Wanted US P I ALUMINUM HEAD OR COMPLETE ENGINE. For
Sale or Trade, Phantom II head; corrosion has been repaired; pressure tested to 20 lb. George Kaforski 2425 N. 4009th Rd., Serena, IL
60549 630-337-0790 text/ phone or email: whitesteamer@gmail.com
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LITERATURE FOR SALE
ROLLS-ROYCE/BENTLEY, large selection original sales literature,
handbooks, manuals, parts books, press kits, books, etc.; 1930s–2000s;
most postwar models, some prewar. Call or email with needs. Jeff
Trepel NC 704-866-4636/704-519-9406 or email: jtrepel1@gmail.com
Retired member (1964 to 2011) w/ large collection of Bentley and
Rolls-Royce materials including BOOKS, Reviews, Technical Facts,
HANDBOOKS, Flying Ladies (51-1 to 11-1), Service Bulletins, Maintenance Notes, WORKSHOP MANUALS, Parts Lists, etc. for sale
as one lot. David Scott British Columbia email: dgmscott@shaw.ca
I am selling brochures, memorabilia, RR business cards, personal files,
etc. as one lot on eBay. Please search 900wolf on eBay. I have been a
Rolls-Royce enthusiast and FL contributor for some years. Bill Wolf
NJ email: bill.wolf1@aol.com
FLYING LADY COLLECTION: 3 volumes (1951-1974) 4 binders
(1974-1980); 70 loose (1982-1997) $500 OBO William Chapin FL
386-299-8363

SERVICES OFFERED
BRAKES sleeved and rebuilt:
masters, wheels, clutch. Rebuild calipers, servos, AC
throttle/ride control/actuator
valves. Shoes relined. Restore backing plates with cylinders and shoes. LIFETIME
WARRANTY. White Post
Restorations 540-837-1140,
www.whitepost.com
ROLLS-ROYCE / BENTLEY and all Exotics. Factory trained specialist
for all your motor car needs. Leather, wood, tops, carpets, paint and
full service mechanical facility etc. including pre-purchase Inspections.
Gold Coast Restoration & Repairs, Inc. 621 NW 2nd Ave. Ft. Lauderdale FL, 33311 954-467-1500 954-548-1767
Sam Smyth Imported Car Service Inc. Rolls-Royce and Bentley
Specialist. Established in Ireland 1934 www.smythimports.com 513616-6846 24 hr cell
British Tool Works offers a large line of RollsRoyce tools including
brake pump sockets,
carburetor
balancing
kits, pullers, ball joint
sockets and crank hub
sockets. We also manufacture spring compressors, liner pullers, hydraulic ram wrenches and
much more. See us at www.BritishToolWorks.com or call Kelly at 801897-1324. Kelly@BritishToolWorks.com
LONDON - U.K. HOLIDAY LET. Chelsea luxury two bedroom selfcontained flat with balcony near harbour and Kings Road. Recently
refurbished (to concours standard). Email: r477@outlook.com
for details
SWITCHES LIKE NEW. Over 1,000 restored. Dash
switches re-faced to showroom perfection. Repaired,
restored, and re-engraved by hand. Master switches,
carb, fog, wipers, steering boss, quadrants, etc. Pre1976. Locks disassembled, repaired, and re-plated.
Chrome, nickel, and cad plating service. Sill plate
THE FLYING LADY
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restoration and reproductions. NS Refinishing 101 East Third St.,
North Manchester, IN 46962 717-466-3166 or email: stanscantlin@
gmail.com

2020 RROC FALL HUB TOUR
We are now reproducing two hard-to-find items. An all brass and
copper underwing heater/demister matrix with increased capacity
(for Cloud I, S1 Series). Also a post-war engine oil filler cap label with
rivets and detailed instructions. For information contact:
NS Refinishing 717-466-3166 www.nswoodrefinishing.com or email:
stanscantlin@gmail.com

MISC FOR SALE
Professional leather restoration/maintenance products, “Simply the
Best since 1968” rejuvenator oil, prestine clean, crack filler, custom
color Connolly dyes LEATHERIQUE WWW.LEATHERIQUE.COM
877-395-3366

SEPTEMBER 21-27, 2020
Greetings and Welcome from the RROC-Motor Region!

Come meet us in our coastal paradise of South West Michigan... where we will
experience some of the best Michigan has to offer. This Hub Tour, based in
Saugatuck-Douglas, is a more relaxed format that will offer fine dining, a yacht
building tour, a day at the largest classic car museum in America, private and
public car collections, winery tours, an afternoon tour aboard an old fashioned
paddle wheeler and much, much more if you should so desire.

Rolls-Royce Owners’ Club
To register, call 717-697-4671
or email us at
rrochq@rroc.org
James Tamblyn
Tour Chairman
jtamblyn@mac.com

FUTURE MADE
BY HAND

RR363 Hydraulic Brake Fluid. RR363 Brake Fluid is now available.
This product has been formulated for use in Classic Rolls-Royce/
Bentley automobiles specifying RR363 hydraulic fluid. For additional
information and to order please contact GRM Distributing, LLC at
480-940-8219, or visit www.GRMDistributing.com Wholesale inquires
welcome.

FOR SALE

AUTOMOTIVE
RESTORATION
TECHNOLOGY
pct.edu/restoration

A special mission affiliate of
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SPI Bare Chassis S358LR
Plus lots of PI parts.

To be sold as a group only.
For more information and photos
Contact: mtreis@hunter.com
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Where quality comes first

QUALITY PARTS GUARANTEED - Your choice of:
• New Genuine Bentley parts – many at discounted prices
• New Aftermarket parts – all Safety Related aftermarket parts
manufactured in Europe
• Guaranteed Reconditioned parts – all overhauled in the UK
either by us or a specialist reconditioning company
• Recycled parts – carefully parted out to ensure we can offer
the widest range of second hand parts
RECENT ADDITIONS TO OUR RANGE:
• TUV (European Safety Standard) approved Steering Track Rod
Kits for all models from 1955 – 1982

QUALITY SERVICE GUARANTEED
• Twelve strong sales team
• Decades of Rolls-Royce & Bentley parts knowledge
• Free technical information & fitting advice
• 48 hour delivery to most North American destinations
• Exclusive discount for RROC members
• Free Apple & Android App for easy ordering
Trusted worldwide to offer fantastic levels of service:
“Fast service!”
Howard - Alberta, Canada

“Great service from the USA”
Darrell - Atlanta, Georgia, USA

“Shipped to the USA in two days!”
Peter - Florida, USA

Email: classic5@windstream.net

Fully secure e-commerce website with parts listings, diagrams and technical information

www.flyingspares.com

Telephone: +44 1455292949

Email: sales@flyingspares.co.uk

Flying Spares Ltd, Station Road Industrial Estate, Market Bosworth, CV13 0PE, UK

European Foreign Classics Ltd.

Specializing in Rolls-Royce & Bentley Motorcars
Service—Maintenance—Restoration
Pre-War to Current Series Specialists
Brake & Hydraulic System Overhaul
Electrical System Repair & Re-wiring
Fuel Injections & Carburetor Overhaul
Engine/Transmission Service & Overhaul
Custom Accessories for Interior & Exterior
Full Detailing & Polishing Services
Heating & A/C Systems Repair Services
—Other Available Services—
24-Hour Emergency Flatbed Towing
Collision & Paint Refinishing
Our New Painting Facility and our expertise results in
some of the most beautiful examples in the region!
35+ Years of Rolls-Royce & Bentley Experience
The pride we take in our work is only surpassed by
seeing your resulting pride in ownership!!!

Thomas Palasciano—Owner & Principal

European Foreign Classics Ltd.
325 Great Neck Road
Great Neck, NY 11021
(516) 829-6200 FAX (516) 829-6815
www.europeanforeignclassics.com
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POST 55 PARTS
Specialists in NEW parts for
Rolls-Royce & Bentley motorcars
manufactured prior to 1965

INVENTORY EXAMPLES

• Large & Small Master Cylinders
as low as $260
• Wheel Cylinders $120
• Oil Filters $19
• Air Intake Hoses $115
• Brake Shoes & Pads $260
• Brake Drums $325

We will save you thousands!
To order call 704 965 8138
Email: post55parts@gmail.com
or visit our website

Post55parts.com
THE FLYING LADY
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“Whatever is rightly done, however humble, is noble.’’
-Sir Henry Royce, Mechanic

PA L M A’ S AU TO M OT I V E
R E P A I R S
–SETTING THE STANDARD–
ROLLS-ROYCE and BENTLEY MOTORCARS
S E R V I C E a n d R E PA I R

529 WEST KINGS HIGHWAY • AUDUBON, NEW JERSEY 08106 • 856.547.6522 • FAX 856.546.6137
email: corniche@msn.com

Parts manufacture

Mechanical overhaul

u

THIS AD
REPEATS

u

Body restoration

FIENNES
RESTORATION

Winners at:
Pebble Beach
Concours
d’Elegance

Concorso
d’Eleganza
Villa d’Este

+44 (0)1367 810 438
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RROC
Concours

Salon Privé
Concours
d’Elégance

RREC
Concours

www.fiennes.co.uk

The Louis
Vuitton Concours
d’Elegance

BDC Annual
Concours

enquiries@fiennes.co.uk
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The Smartest Tool in the Box.
All the Heritage Parts you need in one place.
Bentley has created the perfect fusion of the old and the new: an innovative way of cataloguing parts and components
from a wide range of Crewe-built Rolls-Royce and Bentley Heritage models.
It’s a comprehensive website where everything you could need has been digitised and catalogued for easy navigation and it means the finest parts can now be accessed in the smartest way.

Register today and start exploring at heritage.bentleymotors.com

The name ‘Bentley’ and the ‘B’ in wings device are registered trademarks. © 2015 Bentley Motors Limited.
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One of North America’s Largest Authorized Retailers
of Crewe Genuine Parts for Crewe Built
Rolls-Royce & Bentley Motorcars

www.albersrb.com

“Supplier of Rolls Royce & Bentley
Motor Car parts since 1979”
We are one of the largest independent, online suppliers
of rubber seals, new old stock, used, OEM, tune-up
and overhauled parts for Rolls-Royce and Bentleys,
featuring one of the largest supplies of rubber seals and
weather-stripping in the world. We ship worldwide daily.

Our Online Store Offers...
• Weather stripping
• Rubber trim
• Glass seals
• Tune-up parts
• Brake parts
• Restoration supplies
• Accessories

• Service parts
• Tools
• Handbooks
• Used parts
• Rebuilt parts
• New old stock
• Special ordering

117 W. Wilson Street • PO Box 152 (Mail Only)
Villa Rica, GA 30180 • 770-459-0040

www.replacementpartsinc.com
or email us at info@replacementpartsinc.com
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Post-Gettysburg RROC
Vintage Tour

June 28-30, 2020
At the request of many vintage car owners, the RROC is bringing back the Vintage
Tour for cars from 1939 and earlier. It’s a great way to travel the scenic back roads
with fellow enthusiasts who offer camaraderie, knowledge and support. This 3-day
mini tour immediately following the Gettysburg Meet will gather Sunday morning for
breakfast, then depart for two nights in Shepherdstown, WV. The route will take us
to visit Antietam battlefield, historic Shepherdstown (the oldest town in WV), Belle
Grove Plantation and Cedar Creek battlefield in Middletown, VA, and Harper’s Ferry.
The tour returns to Gettysburg on Tuesday for a farewell dinner.

Shepherdstown, WV

Harpers Ferry, WV

Registration Now Open
on the RROC website.
Space is limited to 30 cars. Hotel booking information
will be sent once your registration is received.
Questions? Please contact
Mary White:
Tel: (H) 336-724-3036, (M) 336-408-0415
E-mail: mcwhite@triad.rr.com
Jack Triplett:
Tel: 301-933-5627
E-mail: gnutting@msn.com
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Belle Grove Plantation
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the Automobile .

ADVERTISEMENTS.

April 20th, 1907 . 15

Foundation:
A Few Goals of the
Rolls-Royce Foundation:
• Digital archiving of
historical & factory
records
• Educational museum
• Scholarship endowments
for vintage vehicle
restoration & automotive
technology programs
at institutions of higher
education
• Historical information is
available by individual
chassis request.

“Dedicated to
preserve and
promote the heritage
of Rolls-Royce and
Bentley motorcars”

The Rolls-Royce Foundation is a separate 501(c)(3) non profit
organization from the RROC and can be contacted at

189 Hempt Road, Mechanicsburg, PA 17050

rrfoundation@comcast.net

717.795.9400
www.rollsroycefoundation.org

CONSIGN OR
REGISTER TO BID

1927 Rolls-Royce Phantom I Playboy Roadster by Brewster
Chassis no. S162PM | Sold for $346,000 at Monterey 2019

#1 IN TOTAL SALES FOR ROLLS-ROYCE
SOLD AT AUCTION IN 2019
TO BE ANNOUNCED

ESSEN

ESSEN, GERMANY

14–15 AUGUST

MONTEREY

MONTEREY, CALIFORNIA

3–6 SEPTEMBER

AUBURN FALL
AUBURN, INDIANA

8–9 OCTOBER

31 OCTOBER

HERSHEY, PENNSYLVANIA

LONDON, UNITED KINGDOM

HERSHEY

HEADQUARTERS +1 519 352 4575
NEW YORK +1 212 894 1981
CALIFORNIA +1 310 559 4575
FLORIDA +1 954 566 2209

LONDON

the world’s oldest independent
Rolls-Royce and Bentley specialist

1930 Rolls-Royce Springfield Phantom I
Regent Drophead Coupe by Brewster (Left Hand Drive)

1955 Rolls-Royce Silver Dawn
Standard Steel Saloon (Left Hand Drive)

1957 Bentley S1 Continental Six Light
Flying Spur by H.J.Mulliner (Left Hand Drive)

1960 Bentley S2 Continental Six Light
Flying Spur by H.J.Mulliner (Left Hand Drive)

1961 Rolls-Royce Silver Cloud II
Standard Steel Saloon (Left Hand Drive)

For further information and complete stocklist please telephone or email us at the address below

S A L E S

|

S E R V I C E

|

R E S T O R A T I O N

Unit 11 Trafalgar Way, Tuscam Trade Park, Sandhurst, Surrey GU15 3BN

Tel: +44 (0)208 847 5447
www.frankdale.com Email: sales@frankdale.com

